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1 Purpose of this Document
This document is the algorithm theoretical basis for the Calibrated
Passive Microwave Daily EASE-Grid 2.0 Brightness Temperature Earth
System Data Record (ESDR) (CETB) product. The CETB product is
generated from calibrated swath brightness temperature (TB) data at the
National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), using image reconstruction
algorithms developed at Brigham Young University (BYU). The CETB
product is archived and available to the public from the NSIDC NASA
Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC). The current CETB release is
v1.3 (Brodzik et al., 2016).
We have solicited volunteers in the research community to be Early
Adopters of the CETB product. In early 2016, we released a prototype
CETB with one year of sample data, which contained a subset of potential
data planned for inclusion in the final released product. We used feedback
from our Early Adopters in making the final decisions regarding choice of
input SSM/I-SSMIS FCDR and choice of image reconstruction technique.
Based on that feedback, we include in this ATBD the rationale for decisions
on what has been included in the final released product.
Suggestions and concerns from the public and scientists on the
contents of this document and CETB product are welcome. (Please note that
we have defined each acronym upon first usage, and we include an acronym
list in Appendix 8.8.)

2 Introduction
2.1 Project Purpose
We are funded by the NASA MEaSUREs program to produce an
improved, enhanced-resolution, gridded passive microwave ESDR for
monitoring cryospheric and hydrologic time series.
Currently available global gridded (Level 3) passive microwave data
sets available from the NSIDC DAAC serve a diverse community of
hundreds of data users, but do not meet many requirements of modern
ESDRs or Climate Data Records (CDRs), most notably in the areas of
intersensor calibration and consistent processing methods. The historical
CETB ATBD
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gridding techniques for these passive microwave sensors (Armstrong et al.,
1994, updated yearly; Knowles et al., 2000; Knowles et al., 2006) were
relatively primitive and were produced on grids (Brodzik and Knowles,
2002; Brodzik et al., 2012) that are not easily accommodated in modern
software packages. Further, since the time that the first Level 3 data sets
were developed, the Level 2 passive microwave data on which they are
based have been reprocessed as Fundamental CDRs (FCDRs) with improved
calibration statistics. This work was proposed to address the great need to
regenerate gridded Level 3 products using improved techniques from these
modern Level 2 FCDRs.
Using validated, state-of-the-art image reconstruction methods, we
have reprocessed the gridded data sets, using the most mature available
Level 2 satellite passive microwave records from 1978 to the present. We
have reprocessed the complete data record from SMMR, SSM/I-SSMIS and
AMSR-E in a single, enhanced-resolution gridded passive microwave
ESDR. The ESDR makes use of the latest improvements to the Level 2
SSM/I- SSMIS and AMSR-E data record. The new, gridded ESDR is
expected to satisfy the needs of current and future users who require a
reliable, consistent, gridded time series of microwave radiometer data.

2.2 Heritage Products and the Need for Reprocessing
Satellite passive microwave observations are critical to describing and
understanding Earth system hydrologic and cryospheric parameters that
include precipitation, soil moisture, surface water, vegetation, snow water
equivalent, sea ice concentration and sea ice motion. These observations are
available in two forms: swath TB (sometimes referred to as NASA EOSDIS
Level 1A or Level 1B) data and gridded (Level 3) data (NASA, 2010).
Swath data are valuable to researchers studying phenomena that change at
temporal scales of orbital repeat (~90 minutes), while gridded data are more
valuable to researchers interested in derived parameters at fixed locations
through daily time increments and are widely used in climate studies.
Gridded data, however, often perform daily temporal averaging or may
ignore overlapping swaths altogether. Both swath and gridded data from the
current time series of satellite passive microwave data sets span nearly 40
years of Earth observations, beginning with the Nimbus-7 SMMR sensor in
1978, continuing with the SSM/I and SSMIS series sensors from 1987
onward, and including the completed observational record of Aqua AMSR-E
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from 2002 to 2011. Though there are variations between sensors, this data
record is an invaluable asset for studies of climate change.
The National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) currently distributes
several heritage gridded products, including the Nimbus-7 SMMR
Pathfinder Daily EASE-Grid Brightness Temperatures (Knowles et al.,
2000), the DMSP SSM/I-SSMIS Pathfinder Daily EASE-Grid Brightness
Temperatures (Armstrong et al., 1994, updated daily) and the AMSRE/Aqua Daily EASE-Grid Brightness Temperatures (Knowles et al., 2006).
Though widely used in a variety of scientific studies, the processing and
spatial resolution of these gridded data sets are inconsistent, which
complicates long-term climate studies using them. For example, the SMMR
Pathfinder data were produced with an inverse-distance weighting scheme.
However, the SSM/I-SSMIS gridded data use two weighting schemes: the
SSM/I data (1987-2008) were gridded using a Backus-Gilbert (BG)
interpolation scheme (Stogryn, 1978) and the work of Poe (1990),
Galantowicz and England (1991) and Galantowicz (1995), but the SSMIS
data (2006-present) use an inverse distance weighting scheme.
Each of the currently available gridded data sets suffers from
inadequacies as Earth System Data Records (ESDRs, also referred to as
CDRs) as most of them were defined prior to the time that the definitions for
ESDR/CDR were established. Perhaps most critically for purposes of ESDR
development, the significant record of the Pathfinder SSM/I-SSMIS gridded
data (1987 to present) was derived from swath data that were not crosscalibrated across satellite platforms. Image reconstruction and interpolation
schemes have been developed and improved, and recent research has
demonstrated improved methods for computing antenna patterns (for some
sensors) needed for the interpolation. All of the existing gridded data sets
were projected to the original EASE-Grid projection, (Brodzik and Knowles,
2002), which has been revised in order to be used more easily with standard
geospatial mapping programs (Brodzik et al., 2012; 2014).
The Scatterometer Climate Record Pathfinder (SCP) was a NASAsponsored project to develop scatterometer-based data time series to support
climate studies of the Earth’s cryosphere and biosphere. As part of the SCP,
a number of enhanced-resolution passive microwave data for selected
periods of SSM/I and AMSR-E operations have been produced that combine
data based on local-time of day (Long and Stroeve, 2011). This approach
minimizes fluctuations in the observed TB due to changes in physical
temperature resulting from daily temperature cycling. Two images per day
CETB ATBD
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are produced, separated by 12 hours (morning and evening), with improved
temporal resolution, permitting image resolution of diurnal variations.
NSIDC currently distributes enhanced resolution Scatterometer Image
Reconstruction (SIR) SSM/I TBs from 1995 through 2008 and AMSR-E TBs
from 2002 through 2009, produced by BYU (Long and Stroeve, 2011) using
the radiometer version of the SIR algorithm (rSIR). rSIR offers a
computational advantage over techniques such as BG (Long and Daum,
1998). Both BG and rSIR use regularization to trade off noise and
resolution. Whereas BG depends on a subjectively chosen tradeoff
parameter, regularization is accomplished with rSIR by limiting the number
of iterations. Such enhanced resolution gridded data are proving useful in a
variety of scientific studies (e.g., Agnew et al., 2008; Howell et al., 2008;
Meier and Stroeve, 2008; Howell et al., 2010; Frokling et al., 2012).
The SSM/I-SSMIS swath data record has recently been reprocessed
and cross-calibrated by two research teams who have published the data as
fully-vetted Fundamental CDRs (FCDRs): 1) Remote Sensing Systems
(Santa Rosa, CA) under the NASA Earth Science MEaSUREs DISCOVER
project, has reprocessed all heritage SSM/I data to a new, calibrated Version
7 baseline (available via the NOAA CLASS system), and 2) CSU
researchers Kummerow, Berg, Weng and Yang have been funded by the
FY09 NOAA SDS Project and NASA Earth Science MEaSUREs, to
produce the best possible Level 2 FCDR, by evaluating and comparing all
current calibration procedures. The CSU team has also recently completed a
reprocessing and evaluation of the TB Sensor Data Record (SDR)
(Semunegus et al., 2010; Sapiano et al., 2013).
Previous gridded passive microwave data sets have used different
swath-to-grid interpolation schemes. In addition to recent improvements in
the application of BG interpolation, new reconstruction methods have been
developed that facilitate improved spatial resolution. One of these is the SIR
algorithm (Long et al., 1993; Early and Long, 2001) for reconstructing and
enhancing the spatial resolution of scatterometer data. The SIR algorithm
has been extended to a radiometer-specific version (Long and Daum, 1998),
hereafter referred to as rSIR, and successfully applied to SMMR, SSM/I and
AMSR-E data (Long and Stroeve, 2011). These data are being used in sea
ice and ice cap studies requiring higher resolution than conventional
gridding approaches (e.g., Agnew et al., 2008; Meier and Stroeve, 2008;
Howell et al., 2010).
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Finally, while the current gridded TB data products represent a
consistently processed time series for an individual sensor, and have
benefited from review and feedback from an active user community, the
limitations of the current gridded data sets, as well as opportunities for
improving them, suggest that a complete reprocessing into a single,
consistently processed, multi-sensor ESDR was required.
The Calibrated EASE-Grid 2.0 TB (CETB) ESDR product is a new,
multi-sensor gridded ESDR incorporating SMMR, SSM/I-SSMIS, and
AMSR-E with all the improved swath data sensor calibrations recently
developed, as well as improvements in cross-sensor calibration and quality
checking, modern file formats, better quality control, improved grid
definition, and local time-of-day processing. The CETB ESDR includes
conventional resolution products as well as enhanced-resolution imagery.
The CETB product will serve the land surface and polar snow/ice
communities that currently use gridded passive microwave data in long-term
climate studies. This gridded passive microwave ESDR is designed to
replace the above-mentioned heritage gridded satellite passive microwave
products at NSIDC with a single, consistently processed ESDR.

3 CETB Product Description
3.1 Product Characteristics
The CETB data product consists of Level 3 gridded, twice-daily,
calibrated radiometric brightness temperature data for each polarization
channel (H and V) on the EASE-Grid 2.0 Azimuthal and Cylindrical
projections.
3.1.1 Passive Microwave Sensors
Radiometer data from the following sensors is included: Nimbus-7
SMMR; DMSP-F08, -F10, -F11, -F13, -F14, -F15 SSM/I; Aqua AMSR-E;
DMSP-F16, -F17, -F18 and -F19 SSMIS (see Figure 3-1Error! Reference
source not found.).
3.1.2 Temporal Coverage
Twice-daily grids are produced, by local time of day passes, over the
useful life of each sensor (more details on local time of day separation in
Section 4.1.1).
CETB ATBD
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Figure 3-1 Timeline of CETB passive microwave sensors. Sensors labeled with “>>” are still operating
as of April 2018. Dates are approximate.

3.1.3 Spatial Extent
Azimuthal grids extend to the full Northern (EASE2-N) and Southern
(EASE2-S) hemispheres, respectively. Equal-area cylindrical projections
suffer increasing aspect distortion as grid cells approach the poles. For this
reason, and to reduce computation time for the CETB product, the
cylindrical Temperate and Tropical (EASE2-T) grid is limited to latitudes
equatorward of +/-67.1 degrees. The EASE2-T 25 km projection is an exact
subset of the standard EASE-Grid 2.0 25 km global projection (EASE2-M),
with the upper left corner of the EASE2-T grids extent exactly aligned to the
upper left corner of the EASE2-M 25 km grid cell at column 0, row 22. The
upper left corner grid cell is defined to be column 0, row 0 (See Figure 3-2).
3.1.4 Radiometer Channels and Grid Resolution
We define a radiometer channel as a particular frequency and
polarization combination. Separate gridded products are generated for each
sensor and radiometer channel. Data from different sensors are not combined
in the same grids. All channels are processed as both conventional and
enhanced-resolution products; the resolution enhancement is dependent on
frequency (more details in Section 4.2.2.2.1). Table 3-1 summarizes the
CETB channels for each sensor.
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Projection/grid relationship of EASE2_M25km to EASE2_T25km
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Figure 3-2 Relationship of CETB EASE2-T projection to global EASE2-M projection (for respective 25 km
grids).

Table 3-1: CETB product sensors and channels

Sensor

Channels

SMMR
SSM/I
SSMIS*
AMSR-E

6.6H, 6.6V, 10.7H, 10.7V, 18H, 18V, 21H, 21V, 37H, 37V
19H, 19V, 22V, 37H, 37V, 85H, 85V
19H, 19V, 22V, 37H, 37V, 91H, 91V
6.9H, 6.9V, 10.7H, 10.7V, 18.7H, 18.7V, 23.8H, 23.8V, 36.5H, 36.5V,
89.0H, 89.0V
*SSMIS 150-182 GHz channels are not included in the CETB.

The coarsest grid resolution is 25 km, with enhanced-resolution grids
defined in a nested fashion (see Appendix 8.5), in powers of 2, at 12.5, 6.25
and 3.125, according to Brodzik et al. (2012; 2014). The expected level of
CETB ATBD
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resolution enhancement for the CETB products is channel-dependent, at best
3.125 km (Long, 2015b).

Figure 3-3 EASE-Grid 2.0 nesting relationship for 25 km
and 12.5 km azimuthal grids at the pole. All CETB grids
are nested analogously.

See Appendix 8.5, for the complete list of EASE-Grid 2.0 projections
and grid resolutions included in the CETB product.

3.2 Product Description
3.2.1 Input Data
CETB input swath brightness temperatures include the data sets listed
in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2: CETB input data sets

Sensor

Years

SMMR

1978-1987

SSM/I-SSMIS

1987-present

AMSR-E

2002-2011

CETB ATBD

Input Swath
Data
Nimbus-7 SMMR
Pathfinder
Brightness
Temperatures
(nsidc-0036)
CSU FCDR
AMSR-E/Aqua L2A
Global Swath
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Reference
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al., 2013
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Spatially-Resampled
Brightness
Temperatures,
Version 3

The quality of the CETB product depends on using the best available
input data sets. In the case of SMMR and AMSR-E, we are unaware of any
available alternative swath-level data. For the SSM/I-SSMIS series,
however, two recently reprocessed candidate FCDRs are available. (See
Appendix 8.1 for comparison of CSU and RSS FCDR content and
calibration methods.) As of this writing, we have concluded that either data
set is suitable for input to the CETB product. We produced a CETB
prototype product with sample files derived from both CSU and RSS
FCDRs, for evaluation and comparison by our Early Adopter community.
Early Adopter feedback indicated no preference for input swath choice. Due
to funding limitations and storage costs of the final CETB product, we could
not include both input data stream; for the final CETB product we chose the
CSU SSM/I-SSMIS FCDR.
Minimum requirements for input swath data for the CETB processing
are listed in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3: CETB input swath data requirements

Variable

Coordinate
System (units)

Characteristics

Geolocation
(lat/lon)

Decimal degrees

By measurement
sample

Brightness
Temperature
Earth incidence
angle

Kelvin
Degrees from local
vertical

By measurement
sample
By measurement
sample

Earth azimuth
angle

Degrees from
North

By measurement
sample

Measurement
quality

Flag

By measurement
sample

Spacecraft position

Meters, Spacecraft
references frame
North, East, Down
(NED)
Seconds

[1]

Measurement time

Requirement
Position of the
center of each
measurement
footprint
Needed for all
output methods
Needed by CETB
derived product
users for potential
TB adjustment
Needed for image
reconstruction
methods; can be
calculated from
spacecraft position
and measurement
position.
Boolean quality
indicator,
determines
whether TB will be
used for CETB grid
cell value.
Needed for image
reconstruction
methods

Needed for output
time variable
calculation
Fractional orbit
Orbits since launch By scan line
For FCDRs with 1
number
orbit per file and
overlaps at
beginning and end,
this value is used
for eliminating
time overlaps
[1] These data must be updated at a sufficiently high rate that quadratic
interpolation can be used to derive data between updates.
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3.2.2 Swath to Grid Algorithms
All algorithms to
transform radiometer data
from swath to gridded
format are characterized
by a tradeoff between
noise and spatial
resolution. The CETB
processing includes both
low-noise (low-resolution)
gridded data and
enhanced-resolution data
grids, with potentially
higher noise, to enable
product users to compare
and choose which option
better suits a particular
research application.
All radiometer
channels are gridded to the
coarsest resolution (25 km)
grids using the GRD dropin-the-bucket method
described in Section
4.2.2.1. This produces
gridded data with the
smoothest, lowest noise
possible, at the expense of
resolution.

Figure 3-4 Gridding techniques (top) with the lowest noise factors
take the average of all measurements whose locations fall inside
the gridded pixel area, producing smooth but relatively coarseresolution output. Compare to image reconstruction for
resolution enhancement (bottom), which takes advantage of
oversampled information in overlapping brightness temperature
footprints to deduce higher-resolution gridded output.

All channels in the
final CETB product are
also gridded using the rSIR image reconstruction method, at enhanced
resolutions on nested grids at power-of-2 divisors of the base 25 km grid.
For comparison, prototype data from both BG and rSIR methods, described
in Sections 4.2.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.3 were produced for Early Adopter feedback.
The method for determining the finest resolution produced by frequency was
developed with feedback from Early Adopters in 2016. See Figure 3-5 for
generalized system architecture.
CETB ATBD
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Figure 3-5 CETB processing system architecture.

The CETB prototype product contained sample files derived with both
BG and SIR methods. Based on feedback from the Early Adopter
community, we produced the final enhanced-resolution CETB product using
the rSIR method.
3.2.3 Output Data
CETB product data are distributed as NetCDF files, using the Climate
and Forecast (CF) Metadata Conventions for product and file metadata. The
NetCDF files are not strictly CF-compliant, however, because CFcompliance requires projected data like EASE-Grid 2.0 to include
geolocation information for each pixel in the file. This would unnecessarily
CETB ATBD
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bloat file volumes for the CETB product. We are therefore distributing the
EASE-Grid 2.0 geolocation grids as CETB product ancillary data files.
Appendix 8.6 contains details on CETB filenames and metadata
content.
3.2.3.1 Brightness Temperature Files

CETB gridded brightness temperature files contain one brightness
temperature array variable per file, with additional ancillary variables,
including local time-of-day (ltod), measurement count, brightness
temperature standard deviation and average incidence angle of contributing
measurements.
File-level metadata includes the list of swath files used, SIR iteration
or BG tuning parameters (BG was using in prototype processing only),
projection definitions, and provenance metadata to identify the source and
processing version used to produce the data contents.
For all channels, estimated brightness temperature accuracy is better than 0.5
K worst-case over the entire data set. No correction for atmospheric effects
is applied.
The following images include GRD (25 km), SIR (3.125 km) and BGI
(3.125 km) brightness temperatures for the Northern (EASE2-N), Southern
(EASE2-S) and cylindrical Temperate and Tropical (EASE2-T) projections
for SSM/I channel 37H.
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SIR (3.125 km)

BGI (3.125 km)

RSS FCDR

CSU FCDR

GRD (25 km)

Figure 3-6 Northern Hemisphere sample images, March 2, 1997, 37 GHz, Horizontally polarized brightness temperatures, derived from CSU (top
row) and RSS (bottom row) FCDRS, using GRD (drop-in-the-bucket) resampling (left column) at 25 km, and SIR (middle column) and BGI (right
column) at 3.125 km enhanced resolution.

SIR (3.125 km)

BGI (3.125 km)

RSS FCDR

CSU FCDR

GRD (25 km)

Figure 3-7 Southern Hemisphere sample images, March 2, 1997, 37 GHz, Horizontally polarized brightness temperatures, derived from CSU (top
row) and RSS (bottom row) FCDRS, using GRD (drop-in-the-bucket) resampling (left column) at 25 km, and SIR (middle column) and BGI (right
column) at 3.125 km enhanced resolution.
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RSS FCDR

BGI (3.125 km)

SIR (3.125 km)

GRD (25 km)

CSU FCDR

Figure 3-8 Cylindrical projection sample images, March 2, 1997, 37 GHz, Horizontally polarized brightness temperatures, derived from CSU (top row)
and RSS (bottom row) FCDRS, using GRD (drop-in-the-bucket) resampling (left column) at 25 km, and SIR (middle column) and BGI (right column) at
3.125 km enhanced resolution.
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3.2.3.2 Ancillary Data Files

Each CETB file contains 1-dimensional coordinate variables with
time, x and y, containing projected locations at the center of each pixel, in
meters from the origin of the projection. The file also contains a coordinate
reference system (crs) variable with CF-compliant description of the
projected data, along with other popular descriptions, including proj.4
strings and EPSG codes used automatically by many popular geolocation
packages, including GDAL. File-level metadata geospatial_x_resolution and
geospatial_y_resolution contain the spatial resolution of the grid, in meters.
For each CETB projection and grid resolution, an ancillary data file is
produced, with geolocation latitude and longitude at the center of each grid
cell. Latitude and longitude are determined by projection and grid resolution.
Since there is nothing CETB-project specific about these geolocation files,
they are released as an ancillary data set, for use by anyone needing this
information for these EASE-Grid 2.0 projections/grids.

4 Algorithm Description
There are two general processing steps in generating the CETB
product. These include (1) data set preprocessing for spatial and temporal
selection, and (2) gridding/reconstruction.

4.1 Preprocessing for Spatial and Temporal Selection
The first stage of processing ingests the raw swath TB and performs
initial data selection and temporal selection. Only TB measurements flagged
as “good” (no quality flags set) are used to ensure the most reliable dataset.
A few exceptions to this rule were encountered and summarized in Section
8.2.5. Swath data are mapped to output grids by swath sample geolocation
and local time-of-day.
4.1.1 Local Time-of-Day
All of the CETB passive microwave sensors fly on near-polar, sunsynchronous satellites, which maintain an orbit plane with an orientation that
is (approximately) fixed with respect to the sun. Thus the satellite crosses the
equator on its ascending (northbound) path at the same local time of day

(within a small tolerance). The resulting coverage pattern yields passes about
12 hours apart in local-time-of-day (ltod) at the equator. Most areas near the
pole are covered multiple times per day. Analyzing the data from a single
sensor, we find that polar measurements fall into two ltod ranges. The two
periods are typically less than 4 hours long, and are spaced 8 or 12 hours
apart. Significantly, due to the orbit repeat cycle, two succeeding days at any
particular location may make measurements at different ltod, and therefore
different times during the diurnal cycle (Gunn, 2007). When not properly
accounted for, this introduces undesired variability (noise) into a time series
analysis.
Heritage gridded TB products have either (1) selected measurements
from only one pass over the day or (2) averaged all measurements during the
day into a given grid cell. Microwave brightness temperature is defined as
the product of surface physical temperature and surface emissivity. Since
surface temperatures can fluctuate widely during the day, the latter is not
generally useful, effectively smearing diurnal temperature fluctuations in the
averaged TB. The former discards large amounts of potentially useful data.
Images were split into “ascending pass-only” and “descending pass-only”
data, resulting in two images per day. This is a reasonable approach at low
latitudes, but at higher latitudes, the ascending/descending division does not
work as well, since adjacent pixels along swath overlap edges can come
from widely different ltod (which vary on subsequent days). The gridded
field of TB, ostensibly all representing consistent local times of day actually
represented different physical temperature conditions.
Another alternative is to split the data into two images per day, based
on the ltod approach of Gunn and Long (2008). This ensures that all
measurements in any one image have consistent spatial/temporal
relationships while retaining as much data as possible.
The CETB adopts the ltod division scheme for the northern and
southern hemisphere. In the equatorial region for the EASE2-T grids, ltod is
equivalent to ascending/descending. Further, for each channel grid, a
temporal grid that describes the effective time average of the measurements
combined into the pixel is included. This enables investigators to explicitly
account for the ltod temporal variation of the measurements include in a
particular pixel. To account for the differences in orbits of the different
sensors, the ltod division for the twice-daily images varies between sensors
and (if there was a major orbit change), possibly with time. See Section 8.4
for implementation details.
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4.2 Gridding and Reconstruction
As previously noted, CETB products are generated on coarse
resolution grids for all channels using a low-noise gridding approach, and
for all channels on potentially enhanced-resolution grids, using image
reconstruction techniques. The general theory for gridding and
reconstruction is described in Section 6.
In generating gridded data, only measurements from a single sensor
and channel are processed. Measurements have different azimuth and
incidence angles (though the incidence angle variation is small).
Measurements from multiple orbit passes over a narrow local time may be
combined. When multiple measurements are combined, the resulting images
represent a non-linear weighted average of the measurements over the
averaging period. There is an implicit assumption that the surface
characteristics remain constant over the imaging period and that there is no
azimuth variation in the true surface TB.
For enhanced resolution grids, the effective resolution depends on the
number of measurements and the precise details of their overlap, orientation,
and spatial locations. The azimuth angle sampling varies with pixel location
and date and may be affected by missing or low-quality data.
4.2.1 Antenna Pattern and Measurement Spatial Response
For image reconstruction processing, information about the antenna
gain pattern, the scan geometry, and integration period are required to
compute the effective measurement response function (MRF). The MRF
describes how much the emissions from a particular receive direction affect
the observed TB value.
For the CETB product, we tried to obtain reliable actual antenna
patterns by sensor, but were unable to do so for all CETB sensors. In the
absence of an actual antenna pattern, we are using a default antenna pattern
derived from the 3 dB channel footprint size, with a two-dimensional
Gaussian fitted to this level. (See Section 8.2 for details.)
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4.2.2 Theory of Reconstruction and Gridding Algorithms
This section provides a brief summary of the algorithms used for
reconstruction and gridding. Gridded data are separately computed for each
channel.
4.2.2.1 Coarse Resolution (GRD) Gridding Algorithm

The CETB coarse resolution gridding procedure is a simple, “drop-inthe-bucket” average. The resulting data grids are designated GRD data
arrays. For the drop-in-the-bucket gridding algorithm, the key information
required is the location of the measurement. The center of each swath
geolocation is mapped to an output projected grid cell. All measurements
within the specified time period that fall within the bounds of a particular
grid cell are averaged. This is the reported TB value for this pixel. Ancillary
variables contain the number and standard deviation of included samples.
Note that the effective spatial resolution of the GRD product is
defined by a combination of the pixel size and spatial extent of the 3 dB
antenna footprint size (Long and Daum, 1998). While the pixel size can be
arbitrarily set, the effective resolution is, to first-order, the sum of the pixel
size plus the footprint dimension.
4.2.2.2 Reconstruction Algorithms

In reconstruction algorithms, the effective measurement response
function (MRF) is used. The MRF is determined by the antenna gain pattern
(which is unique for each sensor and sensor channel, and may vary with scan
angle), the scan geometry (notably the antenna scan angle), and the
integration period. The latter “smears” the antenna gain pattern due to
antenna rotation over the measurement integration period. The MRF
describes how much the emissions from a particular receive direction
contribute to the observed TB value.
Denote the MRF for a particular channel by R(ϕ,θ; φ) where ϕ and θ
are particular azimuth and elevation angles of φ, which is the scan angle
(sometimes referred to as the antenna azimuth angle). Note that for a given
scan angle the integral of R over all the azimuth and elevation angles is 1.
Generally, for the FCDRs that are input to the CETB, the MRF can be
treated as zero everywhere but in the direction of the surface. With this
assumption, we can write R(ϕ,θ; φ) as R(x,y; φ) where x and y are the
location (which we will express in map coordinates) on the surface
corresponding to the azimuth and elevation angles. Note that:
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∫∫ R(x, y;φ )dxdy = 1
i

surface

Equation 4-1

€

Then, a particular measurement Ti can be written as
Ti =

∫∫ R(x, y;φ )T (x, y;φ )dxdy
i

B

i

surface

Equation 4-2

€

where the scan angle φi corresponds to the scan angle at the center (or start)
of the integration period and TB(x,y; φi) is the nominal brightness
temperature in the direction of point x,y on the surface as observed from the
scan angle position. Note that if there is no significant difference in the
atmospheric contribution as seen from different scan angles, we can treat
TB(x,y; φi) as independent of φi so that TB(x,y; φi)= TB(x,y). For convenience
TB(x,y) is referred to as the surface brightness temperature.
With this approximation, we can write Equation 4-2 as,
Ti =

∫∫ R(x, y;φ )T (x, y)dxdy
i

B

surface

Equation 4-3

€

Each TB measurement is seen to be the MRF-weighted average of TB.
The goal of the reconstruction algorithm is to estimate TB(x,y) from the
measurements Ti.
In the following, two approaches (Long and Daum, 1998) to inferring
the surface brightness temperature are presented. The first is based on signal
processing, and treats the surface brightness temperature as a twodimensional signal to be estimated from irregular samples (the
measurements). The second is a least-squares approach to signal estimation
based on the Backus and Gilbert (1967) approach.
Note that both approaches enable estimation of the surface brightness
on a finer grid than possible with the GRD approach, i.e., the resulting
brightness temperature estimate has a finer effective spatial resolution than
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the GRD approach. The results are often called “enhanced resolution,”
although reconstruction algorithms merely exploit the available information
to reconstruct the original signal at higher resolution than gridding under the
assumption of a band-limited signal (Early and Long, 2001). The resolution
enhancement possible compared to a gridded product depends on the
sampling density and the MRF; however, improvements in the effective
resolution of 25% to a factor of 10 have been demonstrated in practice. In
order to meet Nyquist requirements for the signal processing, the pixel
resolution of the images must be finer than the effective resolution by at
least a factor of two.
For comparison, we note that the effective resolution for drop-in-the
bucket gridding is the grid size plus the spatial dimension of the
measurement (3 dB beamwidth). Reconstruction processing has higher
effective resolution. Reconstruction processing does correlate adjacent fine
resolution pixels; the effective spatial resolution of the enhanced resolution
images is coarser then the pixel dimension, but finer than the GRD products.
In the polar regions, multiple passes over the same area are frequently
averaged together. Reconstruction algorithms intrinsically exploit the
resulting oversampling of the surface to improve the effective spatial
resolution in the final image.
4.2.2.2.1 Signal Reconstruction

In the reconstruction/signal processing approach, TB(x,y) is treated as
a noisy two-dimensional signal to be estimated from the measurements Ti.
For practical reasons, TB(x,y) is treated as a discrete signal sampled at the
map pixel spacing. This spacing must be set sufficiently fine so that the
generalized sampling requirements (Gröchenig, 1992) are met for the signal
and the measurements (Early and Long, 2001). Typically, this is one-fifth to
one-tenth the size of antenna footprint size. The product is reported at this
fine resolution even though the effective resolution of the enhanced
resolution images is coarser than the pixel dimension.
Let TB[x,y] be the discrete brightness temperature we are attempting to
estimate. To briefly describe the theory, for convenience we vectorize this
two-dimensional signal over an Nx by Ny pixel grid into a single dimensional
variable aj where
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a j = TB [x l , y k ]
Equation 4-4

€

where j=l+Nx j. The measurement equation, Equation 4-3, becomes
Ti =

∑h a
ij

j

j∈image

Equation 4-5

€

where hij= R(xl,yk; φi) is the discrete measurement response function (MRF)
for the ith measurement evaluated at the pixel center and the summation is
over the image. We require that the discrete MRF be normalized so that
1=

∑h

ij

j∈image

Equation 4-6

€

In practice, the MRF is negligible some distance from the
measurement so this sum need only be computed over an area local to the
measurement position. Some care has to be taken near image boundaries.
For the collection of available measurements, Equation 4-5 can be
written as the matrix equation


T = Ha
Equation 4-7

€

where H contains the sampled MRF for each measurement. Note that H is
(very) large, sparse, and may be underdetermined.
Estimating the brightness temperature is equivalent to inverting
Equation 4-7. While a variety of approaches to this have been proposed, in
practice, due to the large size of H, iterative methods are used. One
advantage of an iterative method is that regularization can be easily
implemented by prematurely terminating the iteration; otherwise an explicit
regularization method can be used.
The radiometer form of the Scatterometer Image Reconstruction
(rSIR) is a particular implementation of an iterative solution to Equation 4-7
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that has proven effective in generating high resolution brightness
temperature images (Long and Daum, 1998). The rSIR estimate
approximates a maximum-entropy solution to an underdetermined equation
and least-squares to an overdetermined system. rSIR provides results similar
to the Backus/Gilbert method described below, but with significantly less
computation.
For implementation in the CETB, fine map grid resolutions were
selected for each channel according to Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: CETB fine resolution grids

Channel Frequency Fine Grid Scale Factor Fine Grid Resolution
6.6*
10.7*
18*, 19, 21, 22
37
85**, 91***

2
12.5 km
4
6.25 km
4
6.25 km
8
3.125 km
8
3.125 km
*SMMR only **SSM/I only, ***SSMIS only

4.2.2.3 Backus/Gilbert Method

Backus and Gilbert (1967; 1968) developed a general method for
inverting integral equations, which can be applied to solving sampled signal
reconstruction problems (Caccin et al., 1992). First applied to radiometer
data by Stogryn (1978) the Backus/Gilbert method has been used
extensively for extracting vertical temperature profiles from radiometer data
(Poe, 1990). It has also been used for spatially interpolating and smoothing
data to match the resolution between different channels (Robinson and
Olson, 1992), and improving the spatial resolution of surface brightness
temperature fields (Farrar and Smith, 1992; Long and Daum, 1998).
In application to reconstruction, the essential idea is to write an
estimate of the surface brightness temperature at a particular pixel as a
weighted linear sum of measurements that are collected “close” to the pixel,
i.e., using the notation developed in the previous section, the estimate at the
jth pixel is
aˆ j =

∑w T

ij i

i∈nearby

Equation 4-8

€
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where the wij are weights selected so that
1 = ∑ w ij

∀j

i

Equation 4-9

€

There is no unique solution for the weights; however, regularization
permits a subjective tradeoff between the noise level in the image and in the
resolution (Long and Daum, 1998). Regularization and selection of tuning
parameters are described in detail by Caccin et al. (1992) and Robinson et al.
(1992). There are two tuning parameters, an arbitrary dimensional parameter
and a noise-tuning parameter γ. The dimensional parameter affects the
optimum value of tuning parameter γ. Following Robinson et al. (1992), we
set the dimensional-tuning parameter to 0.001. The noise-tuning parameter,
which can vary from 0 to π/2, controls the tradeoff between the resolution
and the noise. The value of γ must be subjectively selected to “optimize” the
resulting image and depends on the measurement noise (standard deviation,
ΔT) and the “penalty function” chosen. For use in the CETB, we use the
constant penalty function J=1 the reference function F=1 over the pixel of
interest, and 0 elsewhere as used by Farrar and Smith (1992) and Long and
Daum (1998).
Using our notation, for a particular pixel j, define the squared signal
reconstruction error term QR
%
(2
QR = '' ∑ w ij hij −1**
& i∈nearby
)
Equation 4-10

€

and the noise error term
 
QN = w T Ew
Equation 4-11

€

where E is the TB noise covariance matrix. We assume the noise and signal
are independent. To provide a tradeoff between noise and resolution, a value
for γ is included to weight the reconstruction error and noise error in the sum
of the total error Q, i.e.,
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Q = QR cosγ + ω QN sin γ
Equation 4-12

€

where ω is the dimensional tuning parameter. Since the noise realization is
independent from measurement, E is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
(ΔT)/2 where ΔT is the radiometer channel noise standard deviation.
The total error Q in Equation 4-12 is minimized when the weight
vector for the pixel is selected as


$
1 − cosγuT Z −1v '

−1
w = Z &cos γv i +


)
uT Z −1u
%
(
Equation 4-13

where

€


ui = ∑ hij = v i
Z = cosγG + ω sin γE

[

G = hij hkj

]
Equation 4-14

€

Note that the formulation in our case is somewhat simplified, since the
grid cells have constant area. Varying γ alters the solution for the weights
between a (local) pure least-squares solution and a minimum noise solution.
As noted, γ must be subjectively chosen. The dimensions and measurements
included in the equations are those deemed “local” according to the criteria.
In previous applications of Backus/Gilbert to measurement
interpolation, (including the heritage SSM/I Pathfinder data, Armstrong et
al. 1994), the measurement layout and MRF were limited to small local
areas and fixed geometries to reduce computation and enable
precomputation of the coefficients (Robinson et al., 2014). Azimuthally
averaged antenna gain patterns have also been used (Farrar and Smith,
1992). Figure 4-1 illustrates the variation in antenna gain patterns (which are
closely related to the MRF) with location over the swath.
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Figure 4-1 Comparison of SSM/I footprints at different scan angles overlaid on map grid (Long and
Daum, 1998).

For CETB products, we are following Long and Daum (1998) to
define “nearby” for most sensors and channels as regions where the MRF is
within 8 dB of the peak response (some exceptions are described in Section
8.2.6). We compute the solution separately for each output pixel using the
particular measurement geometry antenna pattern at the swath location and
scan angle. This significantly increases the computational load, but results in
the best quality images.
The value of γ was subjectively selected for each channel, but held
constant for each of the rows in Table 4-1.
The Backus/Gilbert method occasionally produces artifacts due to
poor condition numbers of the matrix that needs to be inverted. To eliminate
these, we can use a median-threshold filter that examines a 5x5 pixel
window area around each pixel to detect “spikes” defined to be more than a
threshold temperature difference, for example,10Kabove the median of the
pixels within the window. TB spikes are replaced with the median value.
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5 Test Procedures
5.1 Algorithm Validation
Both actual and simulated synthetic data have been used as input to
the prototype algorithm and for testing algorithm implementations, which
enable us to determine the effects of various assumptions or approximations.
Details and validation results are included in Long and Brodzik (2016).

6 CETB Storage Requirements
Individual file sizes vary due to internal file compression, but range
from 4 to 106 MB/file. A full day of data ranges in size from 231 MB to 12
GB, with an average of 4.76 GB per day.
The CETB data product at NSIDC includes complete SMMR, AMSRE, six SSM/I sensors (F08, F10, F11, F13, F14), the complete (short-lived)
F19 SSMIS, and the remaining SSM/I (F15) and three SSMIS sensors (F16,
F17 and F18) still operating on 30 Jun 2017. The total data volume delivered
to NSIDC is 64 TB.
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8 Appendices
8.1 Appendix: Comparison of RSS and CSU SSM/I-SSMIS
FCDRs
For this project we have compared two SSM/I-SSMIS Level 1b
FCDRs as candidate input swath data sets. Both data sets are available via
the NOAA CLASS system at www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/operationalcdrs.html.
Both datasets are in NetCDF4 format. Although we chose the CSU FCDR
for input to the final project deliverable, the CETB software can still be used
to produce output images from either source.
Each input FCDR contains brightness temperatures along with the
associated earth geolocation point for each instrument channel. Each data set
has as the starting point the DMSP (SSM/I or SSMIS) Level 1a data from
the US Navy Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Command
(FNMOC). The FCDR data sets are intercalibrated and geolocated by their
respective producers, so that comparisons can be reasonably made between
instruments on different satellites.
Both FCDRs report the Earth incidence angle (EIA) for each pixel and
leave it up to the user of the data set to incorporate this measurement into
their particular algorithm. Hilburn and Shie (2011) have reported that
variability in orbital altitude over time results in a decreasing trend in EIA of
0.14o/decade, and a decreasing trend in vertically polarized TB of -0.3
K/decade.
There are some minor differences between the two candidate input
data sets, such as the use of different epoch times and different data formats
(e.g. scaled integer vs. floating point numbers). The most notable differences
between the data sets are in the methods used for both the intercalibration
and the geolocation.
8.1.1 FCDR Intercalibration Differences
The method used by RSS to intercalibrate the data from F08 through
to F17 and beyond is detailed in Wentz (2013). A radiative transfer model
(RTM) is used over a known open ocean target to calibrate the sensor data
from each satellite instrument to a common standard. The data are also
tagged with quality flags that indicate possible bad data as well as land/ice
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and land/water boundaries. This data set is therefore calibrated to an ocean
measurement using the output from an RTM.
The method used by CSU to intercalibrate the data is detailed in
Sapiano et al. (2013). Their approach is different from that used by RSS. By
examining a number of different techniques, they inter-calibrate the full
DMSP satellite record using a simple offset based on error characteristics
and normalized to the data from F13. This method also takes into account
the different Earth incidence angles between the different sensors.
8.1.2 FCDR Geolocation Differences
We have compared the measurement positions reported in both data
sets and found that the geolocations differ by between 0.5 and 5 km along
the same scan line at the same time. By plotting the location data side by
side we have found that the CSU positions “wobble” along the scan line
when compared with the RSS positions. We understand this difference to be
a reasonable side-effect of the techniques used by each team to generate the
geolocations. The CSU approach (described in Berg et al. 2013) uses North
American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) Two-Line Element
(TLE) spacecraft position data to derive roll, pitch, and yaw adjustment
values for each DMSP. These adjustments allow fine-tuning the EIA (earth
incidence angle) for the sensor and the path of the spacecraft. The RSS
derivation does not include these adjustments. The RSS geolocations are
adjusted with a time-varying pitch correction (Hilburn, 2012) that otherwise
effectively assumes the satellite flies straight, while the CSU approach uses
TLE data to adjust for small perturbations in satellite position.
In addition, the CSU dataset for SSMIS data includes a separate set of
geolocation points for the two 37 GHz channels. These points differ from the
positions reported for the 19 and 22 GHz channels by between 0.5 and 3 km.
The RSS data set for SSMIS notes that the positions are different between
the 19/22 GHz and 37 GHz channels. RSS uses optimal interpolation to
move the 19/22 GHz footprints to the location of the 37 GHz ones (see RSS
Tech Memo 061010).
8.1.3 FCDR Orbit Definition Differences
The FCDRs use different definitions for orbit divisions. The CSU
FCDR defines an orbit as beginning at the spacecraft ascending node
(equator crossing in the northbound direction). The RSS FCDR orbit begins
at the southernmost spacecraft position in the orbit, and includes additional
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data at the beginning and end of each orbit, to “facilitate user requirements
that involve scan averaging” (Remote Sensing Systems, 2010).
8.1.4 FCDR Treatment of Missing Data
The FCDRs treat missing orbits and scans differently.
During time periods when entire orbits are missing, the CSU FCDR
includes a file with dimension variables that indicate zero scans. The RSS
FCDR does not include file(s) for the missing orbit(s).
The CSU FCDR files set the scan dimensions to the actual number of
scans in the file, which may differ from file to file. The RSS FCDR files
include a fixed number of scan lines in each file (1800 low resolution and
3600 high resolution), and indicate missing scans with a combination of
brightness temperature _FillValue attribute and quality flag settings.
The table below summarizes the differences between the NetCDF4
files of the candidate input data sets.
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Table 8-1: Comparison of CSU vs. RSS FCDR input data set contents

Parameter
fractional orbit
number
seconds since
19870101
00:00:00
date in ISO8601
spacecraft latitude
at the scan time
spacecraft
longitude at the
scan time
spacecraft altitude
at the scan time

Dimensions

CSU - SSM/I

CSU - SSMIS

Parameter

nscan_lores

orbit_lores

orbit

integer orbit number

nscan_lores

scan_time_lores

scan_time

seconds since
20000101 00:00:00

nscan_lores

scan_datetime_lores

scan_date_time

nscan_lores

spacecraft_lat_lores

nscan_lores

spacecraft_lon_lores

nscan_lores

spacecraft_alt_lores

low res latitude

(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)

lat_lores

lat_env1

low res latitude

low res longitude

(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)

lon_lores

lon_env1

low res longitude

Tb

(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)

fcdr_tb19v

fcdr_tb19v_env1

Tb

Tb

(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)

fcdr_tb19h

fcdr_tb19h_env1

Tb

Tb

(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)

fcdr_tb22v

fcdr_tb22v_env1

Tb

Tb

(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)

fcdr_tb37v

fcdr_tb37v_env2

Tb

Tb
earth incidence
angle per pixel

(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)
(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)

fcdr_tb37h

fcdr_tb37h_env2

Tb

eia_lores

eia_env1

Dimensions

scan_number_hires

(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo

RSS - SSM/I

RSS - SSMIS

iorbit

iorbit

scan_time_lores

latitude_lores

latitude_lores

longitude_lores

longitude_lores

fcdr_brightness_te
mperature_19V

fcdr_brightness_tem
perature_19V

fcdr_brightness_te
mperature_19H

fcdr_brightness_tem
perature_19H

fcdr_brightness_te
mperature_22V

fcdr_brightness_tem
perature_22V

fcdr_brightness_te
mperature_37V

fcdr_brightness_tem
perature_37V

fcdr_brightness_te
mperature_37H
earth_incidence_an
gle_lores

fcdr_brightness_tem
perature_37H
earth_incidence_ang
le_lores

res)

sun glint per pixel
quality flag per
pixel

(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)
(nscan_lores,
npixel_lores)

14 quality flags per
lores scan

(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
(14,
scan_number_lores)

seconds since
20000101 00:00:00
spacecraft_lat(nscan
)

spacecraft latitude
(hires)
spacecraft longitude
(hires)
spacecraft altitude
(hires)

sun_glint_lores

sun_glint_env1

quality_lores

quality_env1

nscan_hires

orbit_hires

nscan_hires

scan_time_hires

nscan_hires

scan_datetime_hires

nscan_hires

spacecraft_lat_hires

nscan_hires

spacecraft_lon_hires

nscan_hires

spacecraft_alt_hires

spacecraft_lon(nscan
)
spacecraft_alt(nscan
)

hires latitude

(nscan_hires,
npixel_hires)

lat_hires

lat_img2

hires latitude

hires longitude

(nscan_hires,
npixel_hires)

lon_hires

lon_img2

hires longitude

Tb

(nscan_hires,
npixel_hires)

fcdr_tb85v

fcdr_tb91v_img2

Tb

Tb

(nscan_hires,
npixel_hires)

fcdr_tb85h

fcdr_tb91h_img2

Tb

(nscan_hires,
npixel_hires)

eia_hires

eia_img2

sun_glint_hires

sun_glint_img2

quality_hires

quality_img2

quality_tests
nominal_elevation_an
gle

nominal_elevation_a
ngle

spacecraft latitude
at the scan time
spacecraft
longitude at the
scan time
spacecraft altitude
at the scan time

(nscan_hires,
npixel_hires)
(nscan_hires,
npixel_hires)
summary of swath
quality
nominal sensor
elev angle
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sun_glitter_angle_l
ores
iqual_flag_lores

sun_glitter_angle_lo
res
iscn_flag(11,
scan_number)

scan_number_hires

scan_time_hires

scan_time_hires

scan_number_hires

sc_lat

sc_lat

scan_number_hires

sc_lon

sc_lon

scan_number_hires
(scan_number_hires,
footprint_number_hi
res)
(scan_number_hires,
footprint_number_hi
res)
(scan_number_hires,
footprint_number_hi
res)
(scan_number_hires,
footprint_number_hi
res)
(scan_number_hires,
footprint_number_hi
res)
(scan_number_hires,
footprint_number_hi
res)
(14,
scan_number_hires)

sc_alt

sc_alt

latitude_hires

latitude_hires

longitude_hires

longitude_hires

fcdr_brightness_te
mperature_85V

fcdr_brightness_tem
perature_92V

fcdr_brightness_te
mperature_85H

fcdr_brightness_tem
perature_92H

earth_incidence_an
gle_hires

earth_incidence_ang
le_hires

sun_glitter_angle_h
ires

sun_glitter_angle_hir
es
iscn_flag(11,
scan_number)

iqual_flag_hires
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sensor elev angle
offset from
nominal
roll offset from
nominal
pitch offset from
nominal
yaw offset from
nominal
coordinate
reference system

delta_elevation_angle

delta_elevation_angl
e

spacecraft_roll

spacecraft_roll

spacecraft_pitch

spacecraft_pitch

spacecraft_yaw

spacecraft_yaw

crs

crs
orbit num and
fractional position

scan_number_hires
(scan_number_hires,
footprint_number_hi
res)
(scan_number_hires,
footprint_number_hi
res)
(scan_number_hires,
footprint_number_hi
res)

(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
(scan_number_lores,
footprint_number_lo
res)
mid res eia per
pixel
mid res sun glint
per pixel
mid res quality per
pixel

orbit_position

earth_azimuth_ang
le_hires

earth_azimuth_angle
_hires

land_percentage_hi
res

ice_flag_hires
earth_azimuth_ang
le_lores

ice_flag_hires(0, 1)
earth_azimuth_angle
_lores

land_percentage_lo
res

ice_flag_lores

ice_flag_lores(0, 1)

eia_env2
sunglint_env2
quality_env2

mid res latitude

lat_env2

mid res longitude
sensor offset from
spacecraft roll
angle

lon_env2
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sensor offset from
spacecraft pitch
angle
sensor offset from
spacecraft yaw
angle

sensor_pitch(nsenso
r)

sensor_yaw(nsensor)
ical_flag_hires(4,
scan_number)
land_flag_hires (0, 1,
2)
land_flag_lores(0, 1,
2)
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8.2 Appendix: Image Reconstruction Implementation
Details
The following sections document selected CETB image reconstruction
implementation details.
8.2.1 End-to-end Swath Overlap
Some of the swath FCDR data sets include end-to-end swath data overlap in
each swath file. However, the image reconstruction algorithm requires that
input measurements not be duplicated. Where needed, we eliminate end-toend overlaps as follows:
1. When swath data include a full orbit revolution, we ignore scan lines
before or after the integer orbit number of the enclosing file.
2. Swath data for half orbit revolutions did not exhibit the overlap issue.
8.2.2 Determination of Measurements Used
Each measurement in a swath file is processed onto the underlying grid at a
given spatial resolution in the following fashion. A box is defined to be large
enough to reasonably include all grid cells that may be affected by the
measurement. The MRF is positioned at the nearest grid cell to the
measurement location, rotated to the Earth azimuth angle for the
measurement, and used to compute the gain response (for that measurement)
for each pixel in the box. Each grid cell response is tested to see if it exceeds
a threshold and if so, this measurement will be used to reconstruct the TB at
the corresponding grid cell. The box size is a function of the semi-major axis
of the EFOV (by channel) and the target grid spatial resolution. Through
trial-and-error testing with a range of box sizes and SSM/I data, we have
determined that box with length of ~4-5 times the semi-major axis of the
channel EFOV is sufficient to identify all measurements with significant
gain. Table 8-2 lists example CETB box sizes for SSM/I channels on the
3.125 km grid.

Table 8-2 Example SSM/I box sizes to determine neighborhood of image reconstruction measurements

Channel
(GHz)

EFOV semimajor axis
(km)

Box size
(pixels)

Grid
resolution
(km)

Box size (km)

Ratio of
boxsize/EFOV
semi-major
axis

19
22
37
85

70
60
37
16

100 x 100
100 x 100
60 x 60
20 x 20

3.125
3.125
3.125
3.125

312.5
312.5
187.5
62.5

4.464
5.208
5.068
3.906

8.2.3 Ascending/Descending Classification
CETB files for cylindrical (EASE2-T) grids are classified as “ascending”
(A) or “descending” (D) data, which are derived differently, based on the
available information in the input swath data as follows:
1) SSM/I and SSMIS data (from either CSU or RSS) for a given scan line
are classified as ascending (descending) when the spacecraft latitude of
subsequent scan lines is increasing (decreasing).
2) AMSR-E swath data do not contain spacecraft latitude positions by scan
line. However, AMSR-E swath data are packaged into half-orbit swaths that
are labeled as ascending or descending. This label is assumed to be correct
for the half-orbit contents of the file. This classification assumes that the
maximum latitude of the target grids is lower than any potential
misclassifications of orbital direction for measurements in the same scan line
near the poles. The latitude range for the CETB EASE2-T grids is +/-67.06
degrees, so this assumption is reasonable.
3) SMMR Pathfinder data files are packaged into half-orbit swaths that are
labeled ascending or descending. This label is assumed to be correct for the
half-orbit contents of the file. The same note applies as for item 2) above,
regarding interaction with EASE2-T grids.
CETB files for the azimuthal (Northern, EASE2-N, or Southern, EASE2-S)
grids are classified as “morning” (M) or “evening” (E) data, which are
derived from measurements that are classified using the local time-of-day
(ltod) criteria, described in Section 8.4.
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8.2.4 Measurement Incidence and Azimuth Angles
The CETB incidence angle for a given grid cell is calculated as the average
incidence angle of component measurements used for the reconstructed TB.
We investigated sample SSM/I data over Greenland and the Amazon,
looking for a potential first-order correction to TB as a function of incidence
angle. We found no relationship independent of satellite orbital direction and
concluded that there is no simple systematic correction for incidence angle.
We therefore did not use incidence angle in the TB image reconstruction. We
include as a CETB file variable the average incidence angle for the set of
contributing measurements for each pixel, for potential use by producers of
derived geophysical products.
The input incidence angles for the CETB are derived differently, based on
the available information in the input swath data, as follows:
1) SSM/I and SSMIS swath data (from either CSU or RSS) include
incidence angle for every measurement in the swath file.
2) AMSR-E swath data only include incidence angles for low-resolution
positions (6-37 GHz channels, encoded as “loc1” positions). Incidence
angles for high-resolution positions (89 GHz channels, encoded as “loc2”
and “loc3” positions) within the same low-resolution scanlines are
calculated as the average of the 2 adjacent incidence angles. Incidence
angles for every other high-resolution scanline are copied directly from
the previous scanline.
3) SMMR Pathfinder data files only include 30 “Footprint incidence angle”
values across each scan that contained 90 measurements. Incidence
angles are linearly interpolated across the scan, using the provided
angles.
The measurement azimuth angle is used in CETB image reconstruction to
rotate the modeled spatial response function to determine the appropriate
weight of each measurement affecting a given grid cell, (details in Section
8.3.8). CETB measurement azimuth angles are derived differently, based on
the available information in the input swath data, as follows:
1) SSM/I and SSMIS data (from either RSS or CSU) include spacecraft
position by scanline and measurement location. The azimuth angle is
derived from these locations as the bearing with respect to true north at
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the measurement location of the vector from the spacecraft position to the
measurement position.
2) AMSR-E swath data include the required azimuth angle.
3) SMMR Pathfinder data do not include the required azimuth angle. The
spacecraft position is provided for each measurement. The azimuth angle
is derived from the provided locations, as the bearing with respect to true
north at the measurement location of vector from the spacecraft position
to the measurement position.
8.2.5 Exclusion of Selected Measurements
In most cases, only the highest-quality input measurements are used for the
image reconstruction. Highest quality was dependent on the input data
producer quality flags, but differed by sensor as follows:
1) SSM/I and SSMIS data were used if none of the CSU quality flags were
nonzero.
2) AMSR-E: Based on the discussion of a potential along-scan cold bias
described in the “Error Sources” section of the NSIDC User Documentation
for Ashcroft and Wentz (2013), the CETB software ignores the first 14
measurements along every AMSR-E scan.
3) SMMR Pathfinder data were used if none of the quality bits were set, with
the exception of bit 4, documented as large deviations in incidence angles on
adjacent scan lines, and bit 5, documented as “sun-in-the-cold-horn" period.
Analysis of SMMR Pathfinder data indicated that bit 4 affected less than 1%
of scan lines. We decided to include data with this issue because it was only
flagging a potential incidence angle deviation. Initial processing that
excluded data for which bit 5 had been set resulted in significant areas of
missing gridded data at high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere. For data
affected by the bit 5 problem, SMMR Pathfinder documentation indicated
that cold calibration counts may have been interpolated and brightness
temperature calibration accuracy may have been reduced (Njoku et al.,
1998). Rather than producing no data for these locations, we chose to allow
image reconstruction from SMMR measurements if either of quality bit 4 or
bit 5 were set.
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8.2.6 Occasional Hole Artifacts in Reconstructed Images
When no swath measurement center locations map to the area of a gridded
pixel, GRD images will occasionally include single pixels with no data.
Normally, rSIR images do not suffer from this problem, because the rSIR
gain threshold is set to a value that almost always ensures at least one
component measurement that can be used to derive the pixel brightness
temperature.
For most of the CETB input data, we determined that a gain threshold value
of -8 dB was sufficient for image reconstruction. However, with this
threshold, the relatively small footprint size for all sensor channels above 85
GHz occasionally produced image artifacts as undesirable holes, where no
measurements were mapped to an output pixel location. To mitigate this
artifact and produce a continuous field of output brightness temperatures, we
increased the gain threshold to -12 dB for the following channels: AMSR-E
89 GHz, SSM/I 85 GHz and SSMIS 91 GHz. The actual value used to
produce the TB variable in a given file is stored in the TB variable metadata
field, “measurement_response_threshold_dB.”
Beginning with AMSR-E data on 04 Nov 2004, the 89 GHz A-horn
exhibited a permanent problem that resulted in a loss of observations from
this horn for the remainder of the AMSR-E lifespan (Beitsch et al., 2014).
Even with the larger gain threshold, the rSIR 3.125 km 89 GHz data after
this date will occasionally have missing pixels.

8.3 Appendix: Radiometer Spatial Response Function
This appendix describes how the radiometer spatial measurement response
function (MRF) is modeled. It is excerpted from Long and Brodzik, 2016.
8.3.1 Background Theory
Microwave radiometers measure the thermal emission, sometimes
called the Plank radiation, radiating from natural objects (Ulaby and Long,
2014). In a typical radiometer, an antenna is scanned over the scene of
interest and the output power from the carefully calibrated receiver is
measured as a function of scan position. The reported signal is a temporal
average of the filtered received signal power.
The observed power is related to the receiver gain and noise figure,
the antenna loss, the physical temperature of the antenna, the antenna
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pattern, and the scene brightness temperature. In simplified form, the output
power PSYS of the receiver can be written as
P!"! = 𝑘 T!"! B

Equation 8-1

where k = 1.38×10-28 is Boltzmann's constant, B is the receiver bandwidth
and TSYS is the system temperature defined as:
T!"! = 𝜂! T! + 1 − 𝜂! T! + L − 1 T! + L T!"#

Equation 8-2

where ηl is the antenna loss efficiency, Tp is the physical temperature of the
antenna and waveguide feed, L is waveguide loss, TREC is the effective
receiver noise temperature (determined by system calibration), and TA is the
effective antenna temperature. As described below, the effective antenna
temperature is dependent on the direction the antenna points and the scene
characteristics. Since the other instrument-related terms [i.e., (1 - ηl) Tp + (L
- 1) Tp + L TREC] are approximately constant, TSYS is dominated by TA,
which depends on the geophysical parameters of interest.
The effective antenna temperature, TA, can be modeled as a product of
the apparent temperature distribution TAP(θ,φ) in the look direction θ,φ (see
Figure 8-1) and the antenna radiation gain F(θ,φ) which is proportional to
the antenna gain pattern G(θ,φ) (Ulaby and Long, 2014). TA (in K) is
obtained by integrating the product of apparent temperature distribution TAP
(θ,φ) (in K) and the antenna pattern G(θ,φ):
T! = G!!!

G! 𝜃, 𝜑 T!" (𝜃, 𝜑) 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜑
Equation 8-3

where
G! =

G! 𝜃, 𝜑 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜑
Equation 8-4

Gi(θ,φ) is the instantaneous antenna gain for the particular channel and the
where the integrals are over the range of values corresponding to the nonnegligible gain of the antenna. Note that the antenna pattern acts as a low
pass spatial filter of the surface brightness distribution, limiting the primary
surface contribution to the observed TB to approximately the 3 dB
beamwidth. The observed value can be split into contributions from the
mainlobe and the sidelobes,
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T! = 𝜂! T!" + 1 − 𝜂! T!"

Equation 8-5

where ηM is the main lobe efficiency factor defined as
𝜂! = G!!!

!"#$ !"#$

G! 𝜃, 𝜑 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜑
Equation 8-6

where the integral is over (only) the main lobe of the antenna and
T!" = G!!!

T!" = G!!!

!"#$ !"#$

G! 𝜃, 𝜑 T!" 𝜃, 𝜑 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜑

!"#$ !"#$%

Equation 8-7

G! 𝜃, 𝜑 T!" 𝜃, 𝜑 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜑
Equation 8-8

For downward-looking radiometers, the apparent brightness
temperature distribution includes contributions from the surface and the
intervening atmosphere (Ulaby and Long, 2014). For a spaceborne sensor
this can be expressed as,
T!" 𝜃, 𝜑 = T! 𝜃, 𝜑 + T!" 𝜃, 𝜑

𝑒 !! !"#$ + T!" (𝜃)
Equation 8-9

where TB(θ,φ) is the surface brightness temperature, Tsc(θ,φ) is the surface
scattering temperature, τ is the total effective optical depth of the atmosphere
and Tup is the effective atmospheric upwelling temperature. Tup is the
effective radiometric temperature of the atmosphere, which depends on the
temperature and density profile, atmospheric losses, clouds, rain, etc.
Ignoring incidence and azimuth angle dependence, the surface
brightness temperature is,
T! = 𝜖 T!

Equation 8-10

where ϵ is the emissivity of the surface and TP is the physical temperature of
the surface. The emissivity is a function of the surface roughness and the
permittivity of the surface, which are related to the geophysical properties of
the surface (Ulaby and Long, 2014). In geophysical studies, the key
parameter of interest is ϵ or TB.
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Figure 8-1 The apparent temperature distribution as seen by the radiometer antenna. The
antenna temperature TA is the normalized integral of product of the temperature
distribution and the antenna gain pattern. The apparent temperature of the surface seen
through the atmosphere includes the upwelling radiation, Tup, from the atmosphere plus the
attenuated surface brightness temperature, Tb, and the surface scattered brightness
temperature, Tsc . Brightness temperature contributions from extra-terrestrial sources are
grouped in Tsky (Ulaby and Long, 2014).

The surface brightness temperature, Tsc(θ,φ), is the result of
downwelling atmospheric emissions which are scattered off of the rough
surface toward the sensor. This signal depends on the scattering properties of
the surface (surface roughness and dielectric constant) as well as the
atmospheric emissions directed toward the ground. Note that azimuth
variation with brightness temperature has been observed over the ocean
(Wentz, 1992), sand dunes (Stephen and Long, 2005), and snow in
Antarctica (Long and Drinkwater, 2000). Vegetated and sea ice-covered
areas generally have little or no azimuth brightness variation.
8.3.2 Signal Integration
The received signal power is very noisy. To reduce the measurement
variance, the received signal power is averaged over a short “integration
period.” Even so, the reported measurements are noisy due to the limited
integration time available for each measurement. The uncertainty is
expressed as ΔT, which is the standard deviation of the temperature
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measurement. ΔT is a function of the integration time and bandwidth used to
make the radiometric measurement and is typically inversely related to the
time-bandwidth product (Ulaby and Long, 2014). Increasing the integration
time and/or bandwidth reduces ΔT. High stability and precise calibration of
the system gain is required to accurately infer the brightness temperature TB
from the sensor power measurement PSYS.
Because the antenna is scanning during the integration period, the
effective antenna gain pattern of the measurements is a smeared version of
the antenna pattern. In the smeared case, we replace Gi in Equation 8-3 and
Equation 8-4 with the “smeared” version of the antenna, Gs where
G! 𝜃, 𝜑 = T!!!

G! 𝜃, 𝜑 + Δ𝜑 𝑡 𝑑𝑡
Equation 8-11

where Ti is the integration period, Δφ is the rotation rate, and the integral
limits are -Ti and 0. Note that because Ti is very short, the net effect is
primarily to widen the main lobe. Nulls in the pattern tend to be eliminated
and the sidelobes widened. Note that the smeared antenna pattern may vary
somewhat for different antenna azimuth angles, though we will not consider
this effect here.
Because the antenna pattern has been specifically designed to
minimize the power from directions not from the surface, we can neglect the
antenna smearing from non-surface contributions and concentrate on the
pattern smearing at the surface. The smeared antenna pattern Gs(θ, φ) at the
surface at a particular time defines the “spatial measurement response
function” (MRF) of the corresponding TB measurement.
Note from Equation 8-9that TAP(θ,φ) consists primarily of an
attenuated contribution from the surface (i.e., TB) plus scattered and
upwelling terms. We note that the reported TA values compensate or correct
(to some degree) for these terms. Also, TA is measured over an array of
points. Let TA’ denote the corrected TA measurement. It follows that we can
re-write Equation 8-9 in terms of the corrected TA and the surface TB value
as
T!! = G!!!

G! 𝜃, 𝜑 T! 𝜃, 𝜑 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜑
Equation 8-12
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We can express this result in terms of the surface coordinates x and y
as (noting that for a given x,y location and time, the antenna elevation and
azimuth angles can be computed)
T!! = G!!!

G! 𝑥, 𝑦 T! 𝑥, 𝑦 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦
Equation 8-13

where
G! =

G! 𝑥, 𝑦 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦
Equation 8-14

We define the MRF to be
MRF 𝑥, 𝑦 = G!!! G! (𝑥, 𝑦)
So that,
T!! =

MRF 𝑥, 𝑦 T! 𝑥, 𝑦 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦

Thus, the measurements TA’ can be seen to be the integral of the product of
the MRF and the surface brightness temperature.
The “nominal” resolution of the TA’ measurements is considered to be
the size of the 3 dB response pattern of the MRF. Our goal is to estimate
TB(x,y) from the measurements TA’ at the various sample locations.
8.3.3 Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I)
The Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) is a total-power
radiometer with seven operating channels, see Table 8-3. These channels
cover four different frequencies with horizontal and vertical polarizations
channels at 19.35, 37.0, and 85.5 GHz and a vertical polarization channel at
22.235 GHz (Hollinger et al., 1990). An integrate-and-dump filter is used to
make radiometric brightness temperature measurements as the antenna scans
the ground track via antenna rotation (Hollinger, 1989). The 3 dB elliptical
antenna footprints range from about 15-70 km in the cross-scan direction
and 13-43 km in the along-scan direction depending on frequency (Hollinger
et al., 1987). First launched in 1972, SSM/I instruments have flown on
multiple spacecraft continuously until the present on the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) (F) satellite series.
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The SSM/I scanning concept is illustrated in Figure 8-2. The antenna
spin rate is 31.6 rpm with an along-track spacing of approximately 12.5 km.
The measurements were collected at a nominal incidence angle of
approximately 53°. The scanning geometry produces a swath coverage
diagram as shown in Figure 8-3. A close-in view of the arrangements of the
antenna footprints on the surface for different antenna azimuth angles is
shown in Figure 8-4. The integrate and dump filters are 3.89 ms long for the
85 GHz channels and 7.95 ms long for the other channels. The time between
samples is 4.22 ms long for the 85 GHz channels and 8.44 ms long for the
other channels.
Table 8-3: SSM/I Channel Characteristics (Hollinger et al., 1990)

Channel Polarization
19H
19V
22
37H
37V
85H
85V

H
V
V
H
V
H
V

Center
Frequency
(GHz)
19.35
19.35
22.235
37.0
37.0
85.5
85.5

Footprint
Size (km)
43 × 69
43 × 69
40 × 60
29 × 37
28 × 37
13 × 15
13 × 15

!Figure 8-2 Illustration of the SSM/I scanning concept. The antenna and feed are spun about the vertical
axis. Only part of the rotation is used for measuring the surface TB. The rest is used for calibration. The
incidence angle is essentially constant as the antenna scans the surface (Long, 2008).
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Figure 8-3 SSM/I coverage swath. The
dark ellipse schematically illustrates the
antenna 3 dB response main lobe on the
surface for a particular channel. Note
how the orientation of the ellipse varies
as a function of antenna azimuth angle.

Figure 8-4 Illustration of the individual footprints of the various channels shown at two different scan
angles. Only footprints for the V pol channels are shown. Note the change in orientation of the footprints
with respect to the underlying grid (Long and Daum, 1998).
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8.3.4 Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS)
The Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) is a totalpower radiometer with 24 operating channels, see Table 8-4 (Kunkee, 2008).
The antenna rotation rate is 31.6 rpm with measurements collected at a
nominal incidence angle of 53.1° producing a nominal swath width of 1700
km and an along-track spacing of nominal 12.5 km. First launched in 2003,
SSMIS instruments have flown on multiple spacecraft (F-16, F-17, F-18 and
F-19) in the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) (F) satellite
series. The integrate-and-dump filters are 4.2 ms long.
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Table 8-4: Selected SSMIS Channel Characteristics (Kunkee, 2008) (imager channels only)

Channel Polarization
19H
19V
22
37H
37V
91H
91V

H
V
V
H
V
H
V

Center
Frequency
(GHz)

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Footprint
Size (km)

19.35
19.35
22.235
37
37
91.655
91.655

355
357
401
1615
1545
1418
1411

44 x 72
44 x 72
44 x 72
26 x 44
26 x 44
9 x 15
9 x 15

8.3.5 Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)
The SMMR instrument is a five frequency Dicke radiometer that first
flew on Nimbus-7 and later flew aboard Seasat, both launched in 1978, see
Table 8-5. The inherent resolution of the various SMMR channels varies
from a coarse 95 km × 148 km to as fine as 18 km × 27 km depending on
frequency (Gloersen and Barath, 1977; Njoku et al., 1980). The nominal
incidence angles were 53.3° on Nimbus-7 (1978-1987) and 49° on Seasat
(1978) with a swath width of 780 km. The antenna rotation rate is 14.6484
rpm.
The CETB product will only include data from the Nimbus-7 SMMR
instrument. The methods described here could be used to grid the Seasat
SMMR data.
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Table 8-5: SMMR Channel Characteristics (Njoku et al., 1980)

Channel Polarization
6H
6V
10.7H
10.7V
18H
18V
21H
21V
37H
37V

H
V
H
V
H
V
H
V
H
V

Center
Frequency
(GHz)

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Footprint
Size (km)

6.63
6.63
10.69
10.69
18.0
18.0
21.0
21.0
37.0
37.0

250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
2000

121 × 79
121 × 79
74 × 49
74 × 49
44 × 29
44 × 29
38 × 24
38 × 24
21 × 14
21 × 14

8.3.6 Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR and AMSR-E)
The Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR) instrument
was designed by the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) for
the ADEOS-II mission. AMSR first flew on ADEOS-II, which operated
from January 2003 through October 2003, before the mission prematurely
terminated due to loss of spacecraft power. A second instrument, denoted
AMSR-E, was launched aboard the U.S. Aqua mission and operated from
May 2002 through 2009. AMSR-E is similar to AMSR but does not include
50 MHz channels (Kawanishi et al., 2003). The nominal incidence angle was
55° with a swath width on AMSR-E of 1450 km. Table 8-6 describes the
primary channels of interest. The nominal rotation rate is 40 rpm, though
some data was collected with a rotation rate of 2 rpm. The integrate-anddump filters are 1.2 ms long for the 89 GHz channels and 2.5 ms long for the
other channels.
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Table 8-6: AMSR/AMSR-E Channel Characteristics (Imaoka et al., 2010)

Channel

Polarization

7H
7V
10.7H
10.7V
18H
18V
23H
23V
37H
37V
89H (A scans)
89H (B scans)
89V (A scans)
89V (B scans)

H
V
H
V
H
V
H
V
H
V
H
H
V
V

Center
IFOV Footprint
Frequency
Size (km) for
(GHz)
AMSR/AMSR-E
6.925
6.925
10.65
10.65
18.7
18.7
23.8
23.8
36.5
36.5
89.0
89.0
89.0
89.0

40 × 70 / 43 × 75
40 × 70 / 43 × 75
27 × 46 / 29 × 51
27 × 46 / 29 × 51
14 × 25 / 16 × 27
14 × 25 / 16 × 27
17 × 29 / 18 × 32
17 × 29 / 18 × 32
8 × 14 / 8 × 14
8 × 14 / 8 × 14
3×6/4×7
3×6/4×6
3×6/4×7
3×6/4×6

8.3.7 WindSat
The WindSat/Coriolis mission carries the first orbital polarimetric
radiometer (Gaiser et al., 2004). WindSat is designed to evaluate the
viability of polarimetric radiometry for measuring the speed and direction of
ocean winds from space. WindSat includes multiple polarimetric and dualpolarized channels sharing a 1.8 m offset reflector antenna. The scanning
geometry was selected to make both forward and aft-facing brightness
temperature measurements over part of its observation swath in order to
evaluate the potential of using the azimuth dependence of TB to retrieve near
surface ocean winds from the measurements. The observation swath is
illustrated in Figure 8-5. The nominal incidence angles were 53° for all
channels except for the 10.7 GHz channels, which used an incidence angle
of 49.9°. The channels of interest are described in Table 8-7. The rotation
rate is 31.6 rpm.
The CETB product will not include data from WindSat, but the
methods described here could be used to grid WindSat data.
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Table 8-7: WindSat Channel Characteristics (Gaiser et al., 2004); Only linearly polarized channels shown.

Chan
nel

Polarization

Center
Frequency
(GHz)

6.8H
6.8V
10.7H
10.7V
18H
18V
23H
23V
37H
37V

H
V
H
V
H
V
H
V
H
V

6.8
6.8
10.7
10.7
18.7
18.7
23.8
23.8
37
37

Bandwidth Footpri
(MHz)
nt Size
(km)
125
125
300
300
750
750
500
500
2000
2000

40 × 60
40 × 60
25 × 38
25 × 38
16 × 27
16 × 27
12 × 20
12 × 20
8 × 13
8 × 13

Integratio
n period
(ms)
5.00
5.00
3.93
3.93
2.19
2.19
1.63
1.63
1.08
1.08

Figure 8-5 An illustration of the
WindSat observation geometry and
coverage as seen from above. The
antenna helically scans the surface at a
constant incidence angle. The
remainder of the azimuth angles are
used for calibration.
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8.3.8 Approximating the Measurement Response Function
Reconstruction/resolution algorithms require models of the MRF in
order to generate enhanced-resolution images. Such models require
information about the sensor antenna patterns for each channel. Given the
antenna pattern, and information about the rotation rate, the smeared antenna
pattern can be computed, from which the MRF is derived. However, in some
cases, the amount of information about the detailed antenna pattern is
limited (Njoku et al., 1980). In some cases (e.g., SMMR), all that is known
is the approximate size of the ½ power footprint. These elliptical footprints
have their semi-major axis along the boresite direction, while the semi-minor
axis is in the along-rotation direction. The orientation of the footprint semimajor axis varies with the antenna rotation angle, see Figure 8-6 and Figure
8-8.
Lacking a detailed description of the antenna patterns for each sensor,
we adopt an approximate model for the MRF based on a rotated, twodimensional Gaussian function aligned with the footprint orientation where
½ power points of the Gaussian correspond to the footprint sizes reported for
each sensor. Each data set provides the azimuth angle of each measurement
with respect to north (see Figure 8-6). This is the angle (on the ground)
between the vector defined from the sensor and the measurement center
location, and true north, and gives the rotation angle of the elliptical
footprint relative to north. Based on the sensitivity of the reconstruction
when regularization is employed, we find this model to be adequate for our
purposes (Long, 2015).
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Figure 8-6 North-East reference frame used for
measurement Earth azimuth angle.

The algorithm for computing the MRF is given here. A grid of pixels
centered at the measurement center is defined. The grid size is chosen large
enough so that the MRF gain at the edges of the grid is no more than a small
threshold, e.g. -30 dB of the MRF peak. Using the map projection, the
relative vector distance from the measurement center to the center of each
pixel is computed as the vector Xrel=[xr,yr]T. This vector is rotated by the
angle φ relative to north of the ellipse. The rotated system is:
X=[x,y] T =R(φ) Xrel
where
R(φ)=[cos(φ) -sin(φ)]
[sin(φ) cos(φ)]
Define the length of the semi-major axis in km as Lj and the semi-minor axis
as Ln. The MRF gain G at the center of the pixel is then
G=ln(1/2) exp[ (2x/Lj)2 + (2y/Ln)2 ]
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An example of the result for several values of φ is shown in Figure
8-8. Note that ½ power point of G corresponds to the specified ellipse semimajor and semi-minor axes.
This simplified model for the MRF does not exactly model the true
MRF (Long, 2015). However, based on the sensitivity of the reconstruction
when regularization is employed, this model is adequate for our purposes.

Figure 8-7 An illustration of a general Gaussian model for the MRF for a
radiometer. Shown is the MRF in linear space for several antenna rotation
angles. The figure is not to scale.

8.4 Appendix: Local Time-of-Day Analysis
In this section we consider the division of a coverage swath by local
time-of-day (ltod) compared to ascending/descending. The essential idea is
to keep measurements with similar local time of day together. As illustrated
Figure 8-8, as a swath passes near the North Pole, the orbit direction changes
from ascending (north-bound) to descending (south-bound). This occurs at
the point when the ground track of the spacecraft nadir achieves its
northernmost extent. In other words, the spacecraft nadir location is used to
divide the data into ascending and descending regions. In the
ascending/descending division, all data collected before this point is
considered “ascending” data, and data collected afterward is considered
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“descending.” Because the antenna is rotating and looking outward, data
classified as “ascending” can actually be along the descending portion of the
swath.
In contrast, in ltod division, the local time of day is computed as the
UTC time in minutes plus 4 times the longitude in deg (-180 to +180). Data
that is collected before the ltod division point (which in this figure
corresponds to 120E) is assigned to the “ascending” data group, while data
collected after this time (in ltod) is assigned as “descending” data, see Figure
8-8. Note the division line occurs along a fixed line of longitude. In practice
the division line does not have to pass through the nadir position of the
transition of the spacecraft from ascending to descending.
!

Figure 8-8 Illustration of the boundaries in the areal coverage between (left) ascending/descending
division and (right) local-time-of-day division of measurements in a single orbit pass over the Northern
Hemisphere.

Since the radiometers are in a sun-synchronous orbit, a given point of
the Earth’s surface is observed at the same ltod for each pass in the orbit
repeat cycle. To illustrate this, consider a 1-deg wide latitude band at 70-71
degrees in the Northern and Southern hemispheres. Note that within a given
latitude band, all the measurements fall within one of two narrow ltod
periods. The precise value (in ltod) of the band depends on the orbit and is
different for different sensors (see figures, below, for each sensor).
It is thus apparent that except at the highest latitudes, the
measurements collected from a given sensor can be naturally grouped into
two different ltod groups. If we repeated the analysis at the equator the two
ltod groups would correspond to ascending and descending passes. At the
poles, however, the ascending/descending division discussed previously
does not do a good job of properly dividing the data into its natural groups.
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This is why we prefer dividing polar data by measurement ltod rather than
using the spacecraft ascending/descending flag.
Note that daily average images produced using traditional methods would
have included all data regardless of ltod, and thus in the polar regions, would
have combined data taken many hours apart. The ltod division ensures that
even if data are combined from different passes, the data fall within the
natural ltod data grouping. Using the natural ltod data divisions, two images
per day can be generated. Unlike daily or ascending/descending division, all
measurements averaged into a single pixel come from the same narrow ltod
grouping, which minimizes artifacts due to rapidly changing conditions on
the surface.
One drawback to using an ltod division scheme is that in a polar
image there is a longitude line in the image that divides data from the
previous and current day. Temporal changes at the surface can produce
discontinuities across this line.
In most cases, the satellite orbit was stable enough to allow a fixed
ltod division time for the sensor lifetime; however in some cases orbital drift
was significant and justified changes in the ltod settings, to ensure that the
twice-daily temporal divisions were capturing the intended groups of local
times in the respective files. The following plots summarize this analysis, by
sensor and (where necessary) year. Plots for sensors whose ltod did not
change significantly are only included for one representative year.
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Figure 8-9 SMMR (left) and F08 (right) ltod bounds for 1984 and 1990, respectively. There was no
significant drift in ltod over the lifetime of these sensors.
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Figure 8-10 F10 ltod bounds for 1991-1994. The F10 ltod times shifted once (from 1993-1994),
during the lifespan of this sensor.
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Figure 8-11 F10 ltod bounds for 1995-1997. The F10 ltod times shifted once (from 1993 to 1994) during the
lifespan of the sensor.
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Figure 8-12 F11 (left) and F13 (right) ltod bounds for 1994 and 1997, respectively. There was no significant
drift in ltod over the lifetime of these sensors.
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Figure 8-13 F14 ltod bounds for 1997-2000. The F14 ltod times shifted twice (from 2001 to 2002 and
again from 2004 to 2005) during the lifespan of the sensor.
.
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Figure 8-14 F14 ltod bounds for 2005-2008. The F14 ltod times shifted twice (from 2001 to 2002 and
again from 2004 to 2005) during the lifespan of the sensor.
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Figure 8-15 F15 ltod bounds for 2000-2007. The F15 ltod times shifted several times during the lifespan
of the sensor.
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Figure 8-16 F15 ltod bounds for 2008-2015. The F15 ltod times shifted several times during the lifespan
of the sensor.
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Figure 8-17 F16 ltod bounds for 2006-2013. The F16 ltod times shifted several times during the lifespan
of the sensor.
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Figure 8-18 F16 ltod bounds for 2014-2017. The F16 ltod times shifted several times during the lifespan of the
sensor.
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Figure 8-19 F17 (left) and F18 (right) ltod bounds for 2015 and 2016, respectively. There has been no
significant drift in ltod over the lifetime of these sensors so far.
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Figure 8-20 F19 ltod bounds for 2015. There has been no significant drift in ltod to date for this
sensor.
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Figure 8-21 AMSR-E ltod bounds for 2004. There was no significant drift in ltod over the lifetime of this
sensor.
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8.5 Appendix: CETB Product EASE-Grid 2.0 Projections and Grid Dimensions
Table 8-8: CETB product EASE-Grid 2.0 projections and grid dimensions

Name

Projection

Resolution (km)

Cols

Rows

Latitude Extent

Longitude Extent

EASE2-N25km

Northern Lambert
Azimuthal
Northern Lambert
Azimuthal
Northern Lambert
Azimuthal
Northern Lambert
Azimuthal
Northern Lambert
Azimuthal
Southern Lambert
Azimuthal
Southern Lambert
Azimuthal
Southern Lambert
Azimuthal
Southern Lambert
Azimuthal
Southern Lambert
Azimuthal
Cylindrical Equal-Area
Cylindrical Equal-Area
Cylindrical Equal-Area
Cylindrical Equal-Area
Cylindrical Equal-Area

25

720

720

0 – 90

-180 - 180

12.5

1440

1440

0 – 90

-180 - 180

6.25

2880

2880

0 – 90

-180 - 180

3.125

5760

5760

0 – 90

-180 - 180

1.5625

11520

11520

0 – 90

-180 - 180

25

720

720

-90 - 0

-180 - 180

12.5

1440

1440

-90 - 0

-180 - 180

6.25

2880

2880

-90 - 0

-180 - 180

3.125

5760

5760

-90 - 0

-180 - 180

1.5625

11520

11520

-90 - 0

-180 - 180

25.02526
12.51263
6.256315
3.128.15750
1.56407875

1388
2776
5552
11104
22208

540
1080
2160
4320
8640

+/-67.057541
+/-67.057541
+/-67.057541
+/-67.057541
+/-67.057541

-180 - 180
-180 - 180
-180 - 180
-180 - 180
-180 - 180

EASE2-N12.5km
EASE2-N6.25km
EASE2-N3.125km
EASE2-N1.5625km
EASE2-S25km
EASE2-S12.5km
EASE2-S6.25km
EASE2-S3.125km
EASE2-S1.5625km
EASE2-T25km
EASE2-T12.5km
EASE2-T6.25km
EASE2-T3.125km
EASE2-T1.5625km

8.6 Appendix: CETB Output Data Definition
8.6.1 CETB File Requirements
CETB output file requirements:
§
§
§
§
§

§

§

§
§

Our output file definition will be acceptable for NSIDC DAAC to easily ingest
it to ECS.
File size maximum will be < 1 GB (larger files are allowed in ECS, but
network speeds still aren't what they should be).
We will follow netCDF-CF 1.6 conventions for all but the requirement that puts
the lat/lon arrays into the file; however, we will include CF-compliant
coordinate variables with projected coordinate locations.
Our output files should pass CF-compliance-checking for all but the lat/lon
arrays. (We used JPL compliance-checker.)
Each CETB file will contain 1 brightness temperature (TB) array variable,
with associated ancillary variables, possibly different ancillary variables for
each gridding technique. We may have a practical limit on the number of
ancillary variables to include, limited by maximum file size.
Each CETB file of the same type (projection, GRD, SIR, BGI) will contain the
same file-level metadata for that type. e.g. a SIR file will contain different
tuning parameters than a BGI file, but all SIR files will contain consistent
metadata.
We will follow the DRY (Don't Repeat Yourself) principle: Metadata will not
be duplicated at multiple places in the same file. Exceptions:
o Time values will be machine- and human-readable.
o Some projection metadata may be in multiple forms (a proj4 string
and/or a wkt string)
Variable/attribute names will be CF-compliant whenever possible.
Our .nc files will work with gdal utility, gdal_translate, to produce a geoTIFF
version of each of the data variables <variable_name> in the file, (details in
Brodzik et al., 2017), as follows:

gdal_translate -of GTiff -b 1 NETCDF:”cetb.nc”:<variable_name>
variable_name.tif

8.6.2 CETB Filenaming Convention
CETB data are distributed by the NSIDC DAAC (http://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0630).
CETB filenames are:
<product_id>-<grid_name>-<platform_sensor>-<yyyyddd>-<channel_id><pass_descriptor>-<algorithm>-<input_source>-<version>.nc

Example: NSIDC-0630-EASE2_N3.125km-F08_SSMI-1987304-37H-MSIR-RSS-v1.3.nc
where:
Filename part

Description

Values

<product_id>

NSIDC unique data product
id

NSIDC-0630

<grid_name>

Grid name (NSIDC .gpd
filename, without the suffix)

EASE2_[N|S|T][25|6.25|3.125]km

<platform_sensor>

Satellite sensor and platform
id

NIMBUS7_SMMR,
F[08|10|11|13|15|16]_SSMI,
F17_SSMIS,
AQUA_AMSRE

<yyyyddd>

Reference day

4-digit year, 3-digit day of year

<channel_id>

Channel ID (frequency and
polarization)

2-digit frequency and 1-letter
polarization, differs by sensor, e.g.
37H

<pass_descriptor>

Satellite pass descriptor

1-letter code:
A = Ascending (T grids only)
D = Descending (T grids only)
M = Morning ltod (NS grids only)
E = Evening ltod (NS grids only)

<algorithm>

Image reconstruction
algorithm

GRD = drop-in-the-bucket (25 km
grids only)
SIR = Scatterometry Image
Reconstruction (3.125 km grids only)
BG = Backus-Gilbert (3.125 grids
only)

<input_source>

CETB ATBD

Input data producer (only
used for Prototype versions
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of SSM/I files)

CSU = CSU FCDR

<version>

Data set version number. Any
prototype versions of this
product will be v0.xx.
Subsequent versions will
increment to v1.x or higher

vX.X, for major/minor version
numbers

.nc

data formatting suffix

netCDF data format

8.6.3 CETB Data Volume
Following assumes no lat/lon arrays in files, and no metadata (the size of any global
file metadata is << data size).
8.6.3.1 GRD Files (25 km only)

Layer

Element Size

TB

2-byte unsigned int

TB_time

2-byte signed int

TB_st_dev

2-byte unsigned int

Incidence_angle

2-byte signed int

TB_num_samples

1-byte unsigned int

Grid

cols

rows

Element size (bytes)

Total file data volume*

EASE2-N25km

720

720

9

4,665,600

EASE2-S25km

720

720

9

4,665,600

EASE2-T25km

1388

540

9

6,745,680
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Total per set of grids

16,076,880

*Data volume listed here is uncompressed. We are using netCDF internal
compression, so this is an upper bound on file volumes.
The GRD files will be produced for 2 passes per day per grid.
Data volume for 7-channel radiometer GRD files will be:
2 passes/day * 7 channels * 16 MB per set = 224 MB/day
For a total size on SSM/I low res file volume of 224 MB/day (about 82
GB/year/sensor)
8.6.3.2 SIR/BGI Files
6.25 km or 3.125 km files (depends on channel):

Layer

Element Size

TB

2-byte unsigned int

TB_time
TB_std_dev
Incidence_angle
TB_num_samples

2-byte signed int
2-byte unsigned int
2-byte signed int
1-byte unsigned int

Grid

cols

rows

Element
size

Total data volume (bytes)*

EASE2-N/S6.25km

2880

2880

9

74,649,600

EASE2-T6.25km

5552

2160

9

107,930,880

Total bytes per (1 channel, 1
pass direction, 1 day) set of
6.25 km files
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EASE2-N/S3.125km

5760

5760

9

298,598,400

EASE2-T3.125km

11104

4320

9

431,723,520

Total bytes per (1 channel, 1
pass direction, 1 day) set of
3.125 km files

730,321,920

*Data volume listed here is uncompressed. We are using netCDF internal
compression, so this is an upper bound on file volumes.
For a typical SSM/I-SSMIS set of channels, we will expect to produce:
19/22 at 6.25 km:
2 passes/day * 3 channels * 183 MB/NSTset = 1.2 GB/day
and
37/85 at 3.125 km:
2 passes/day * 4 channels * 730 MB/NSTset = 5.8GB/day
For a total estimate of SSM/I enhanced resolution file volume of 7.0 GB/day (about
2.6 TB/year/sensor)
Daily compressed file sizes depend on sensor swath size and available input
coverage on a given data, varying from 4-106 MB/file/day. A data day of data from
each sensor ranges from 230 MB to 11 GB with an average size of 5 GB/day.
The total volume of the CETB data for AMSR-E, six SSM/Is, four SSMISs and SMMR is
64 TB.

8.6.4 CETB v1.x File Content
Following are sample NetCDF “ncdump –h” utility output, describing example v1.2
GRD and SIR files. There are no formatting differences between v1.2 and v1.3 files.
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netcdf NSIDC-0630-EASE2_N25km-F17_SSMIS-2009060-37H-E-GRD-CSU-v1.2 {
dimensions:
time = UNLIMITED ; // (1 currently)
y = 720 ;
x = 720 ;
variables:
double time(time) ;
time:standard_name = "time" ;
time:coverage_content_type = "coordinate" ;
time:long_name = "ANSI date" ;
time:units = "days since 1972-01-01 00:00:00" ;
time:calendar = "gregorian" ;
time:axis = "T" ;
time:valid_range = 0., 1.79769313486232e+308 ;
double y(y) ;
y:standard_name = "projection_y_coordinate" ;
y:coverage_content_type = "coordinate" ;
y:long_name = "y" ;
y:units = "meters" ;
y:axis = "Y" ;
y:valid_range = -9000000., 9000000. ;
double x(x) ;
x:standard_name = "projection_x_coordinate" ;
x:coverage_content_type = "coordinate" ;
x:long_name = "x" ;
x:units = "meters" ;
x:axis = "X" ;
x:valid_range = -9000000., 9000000. ;
char crs ;
crs:grid_mapping_name =
"lambert_azimuthal_equal_area" ;
crs:longitude_of_projection_origin = 0. ;
crs:latitude_of_projection_origin = 90. ;
crs:false_easting = 0. ;
crs:false_northing = 0. ;
crs:semi_major_axis = 6378137. ;
crs:inverse_flattening = 298.257223563 ;
crs:proj4text = "+proj=laea +lat_0=90 +lon_0=0 +x_0=0
+y_0=0 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m" ;
crs:srid = "urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::6931" ;
crs:coverage_content_type = "auxiliaryInformation" ;
crs:references = "[\"EASE-Grid 2.0 documentation:
http://nsidc.org/data/ease/ease_grid2.html\", \"Brodzik, Mary J.;
Billingsley, Brendan; Haran, Terry; Raup, Bruce; Savoie, Matthew H.
2012.\", \"EASE-Grid 2.0: Incremental but Significant Improvements for
Earth-Gridded Data Sets.\", \"ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 1, no. 1:
32-45.\", \"Brodzik, Mary J.; Billingsley, Brendan; Haran, Terry;
Raup, Bruce; Savoie, Matthew H. 2014.\", \"Correction: Brodzik, M. J.,
et al. EASE-Grid 2.0: Incremental but Significant Improvements for
Earth-Gridded Data Sets.\", \"ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 3, no. 3:
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1154-1156.\"]" ;
crs:crs_wkt = "PROJCRS[\"WGS 84 / NSIDC EASE-Grid 2.0
North\", BASEGEODCRS[\"WGS 84\", DATUM[\"World Geodetic System 1984\",
ELLIPSOID[\"WGS 84\",6378137,298.257223563,LENGTHUNIT[\"metre\",
1.0]]]], CONVERSION[\"US NSIDC EASE-Grid 2.0 North\", METHOD[\"Lambert
Azimuthal Equal Area\",ID[\"EPSG\",9820]], PARAMETER[\"Latitude of
natural origin\",90,ANGLEUNIT[\"degree\",0.01745329252]],
PARAMETER[\"Longitude of natural origin\",0,ANGLEUNIT[\"degree\",
0.01745329252]], PARAMETER[\"False easting\",0,LENGTHUNIT[\"metre\",
1.0]], PARAMETER[\"False northing\",0,LENGTHUNIT[\"metre\",1.0]]],
CS[cartesian,2], AXIS[\"easting (X)
\",south,MERIDIAN[90,ANGLEUNIT[\"degree\",0.01745329252]],ORDER[1]],
AXIS[\"northing (Y)\",south,MERIDIAN[180,ANGLEUNIT[\"degree\",
0.01745329252]],ORDER[2]], LENGTHUNIT[\"metre\",1.0], ID[\"EPSG\",
6931]]" ;
crs:long_name = "EASE2_N25km" ;
ushort TB(time, y, x) ;
TB:standard_name = "brightness_temperature" ;
TB:long_name = "GRD TB" ;
TB:units = "K" ;
TB:_FillValue = 0US ;
TB:missing_value = 60000US ;
TB:valid_range = 5000US, 35000US ;
TB:packing_convention = "netCDF" ;
TB:packing_convention_description = "unpacked =
scale_factor*packed + add_offset" ;
TB:scale_factor = 0.01f ;
TB:add_offset = 0.f ;
TB:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
TB:coverage_content_type = "image" ;
TB:median_filter = 0 ;
TB:measurement_response_threshold_dB = -8.f ;
TB:measurement_search_bounding_box_km = 187.5f ;
TB:temporal_division = "Evening" ;
TB:temporal_division_local_start_time = 12.f ;
TB:temporal_division_local_end_time = 0.f ;
TB:frequency_and_polarization = "37H" ;
ubyte TB_num_samples(time, y, x) ;
TB_num_samples:long_name = "GRD TB Number of
Measurements" ;
TB_num_samples:units = "count" ;
TB_num_samples:_FillValue = 0UB ;
TB_num_samples:valid_range = 1UB, 255UB ;
TB_num_samples:flag_values = 255UB ;
TB_num_samples:flag_meanings = "num_samples GE 255" ;
TB_num_samples:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
TB_num_samples:coverage_content_type =
"auxiliaryInformation" ;
ushort TB_std_dev(time, y, x) ;
TB_std_dev:long_name = "GRD TB Std Deviation" ;
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TB_std_dev:units = "K" ;
TB_std_dev:_FillValue = 65535US ;
TB_std_dev:missing_value = 65534US ;
TB_std_dev:valid_range = 0US, 65533US ;
TB_std_dev:packing_convention = "netCDF" ;
TB_std_dev:packing_convention_description = "unpacked
= scale_factor*packed + add_offset" ;
TB_std_dev:scale_factor = 0.01f ;
TB_std_dev:add_offset = 0.f ;
TB_std_dev:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
TB_std_dev:coverage_content_type =
"auxiliaryInformation" ;
short Incidence_angle(time, y, x) ;
Incidence_angle:long_name = "GRD Incidence Angle" ;
Incidence_angle:units = "degree" ;
Incidence_angle:_FillValue = -1s ;
Incidence_angle:valid_range = 0s, 9000s ;
Incidence_angle:packing_convention = "netCDF" ;
Incidence_angle:packing_convention_description =
"unpacked = scale_factor*packed + add_offset" ;
Incidence_angle:scale_factor = 0.01f ;
Incidence_angle:add_offset = 0.f ;
Incidence_angle:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
Incidence_angle:coverage_content_type =
"auxiliaryInformation" ;
short TB_time(time, y, x) ;
TB_time:long_name = "GRD TB Time of Day" ;
TB_time:units = "minutes since 2009-03-01 00:00:00" ;
TB_time:_FillValue = -32768s ;
TB_time:valid_range = -32767s, 32767s ;
TB_time:packing_convention = "netCDF" ;
TB_time:packing_convention_description = "unpacked =
scale_factor*packed + add_offset" ;
TB_time:scale_factor = 1.f ;
TB_time:add_offset = 0.f ;
TB_time:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
TB_time:coverage_content_type =
"auxiliaryInformation" ;
TB_time:calendar = "gregorian" ;
// global attributes:
:Conventions = "CF-1.6, ACDD-1.3" ;
:title = "MEaSUREs Calibrated Passive Microwave Daily
EASE-Grid 2.0 Brightness Temperature ESDR" ;
:product_version = "v1.2" ;
:software_version_id = "0.2.31" ;
:software_repository = "git@bitbucket.org:nsidc/
measures-byu.git" ;
:history = "meas_meta_sir" ;
:comment = "Epoch date for data in this file:
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2009-03-01 00:00:00Z" ;
:source = "CSU SSMIS FCDR V01R00" ;
:references = "Long, D. G. and M. J. Brodzik. 2016.
Optimum Image Formation for Spaceborne Microwave Radiometer Products.
IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sensing, 54(5):2763-2779, doi:10.1109/TGRS.
2015.2505677.\nAlgorithm Theoretical Basis Document: https://
nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/technical-references/
MEaSUREs_CETB_ATBD.pdf\n" ;
:metadata_link = "http://nsidc.org/data/
nsidc-0630.html" ;
:summary = "An improved, enhanced-resolution, gridded
passive microwave Earth System Data Record for monitoring cryospheric
and hydrologic time series\n" ;
:institution = "National Snow and Ice Data
Center\nCooperative Institute for Research in Environmental
Sciences\nUniversity of Colorado at Boulder\nBoulder, CO" ;
:publisher_name = "NASA National Snow and Ice Data
Center Distributed Active Archive Center" ;
:publisher_type = "institution" ;
:publisher_url = "http://nsidc.org" ;
:publisher_email = "nsidc@nsidc.org" ;
:program = "NASA 2012 MEaSUREs (Making Earth System
Data Records for Use in Research Environments)" ;
:project = "An improved, enhanced-resolution, gridded
passive microwave ESDR for monitoring cryospheric and hydrologic time
series" ;
:standard_name_vocabulary = "CF Standard Name Table
(v27, 28 September 2013)" ;
:cdm_data_type = "Grid" ;
:keywords = "EARTH SCIENCE > SPECTRAL/ENGINEERING >
MICROWAVE > BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE" ;
:keywords_vocabulary = "NASA Global Change Master
Directory (GCMD) Earth Science Keywords, Version 8.1" ;
:platform = "DMSP 5D-3/F17 > Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program-F17" ;
:platform_vocabulary = "NASA Global Change Master
Directory (GCMD) Earth Science Keywords, Version 8.1" ;
:instrument = "SSMIS > Special Sensor Microwave
Imager/Sounder" ;
:instrument_vocabulary = "NASA Global Change Master
Directory (GCMD) Earth Science Keywords, Version 8.1" ;
:time_coverage_resolution = "P1d" ;
:geospatial_lat_units = "degree_north" ;
:geospatial_lon_units = "degree_east" ;
:geospatial_x_units = "meters" ;
:geospatial_y_units = "meters" ;
:naming_authority = "org.doi.dx" ;
:id = "10.5067/MEASURES/CRYOSPHERE/nsidc-0630.001" ;
:date_created = "2017-06-04T13:40:12MDT" ;
:date_modified = "2017-06-04T13:40:12MDT" ;
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:date_issued = "2017-06-04T13:40:12MDT" ;
:date_metadata_modified = "2017-06-04T13:40:12MDT" ;
:acknowledgement = "This data set was created with
funding from NASA MEaSUREs Grant #NNX13AI23A.\nData archiving and
distribution is supported by the NASA NSIDC Distributed Active Archive
Center (DAAC)." ;
:license = "No constraints on data access or use" ;
:processing_level = "Level 3" ;
:creator_name = "Mary J. Brodzik" ;
:creator_type = "person" ;
:creator_email = "brodzik@nsidc.org" ;
:creator_url = "http://nsidc.org/pmesdr" ;
:creator_institution = "National Snow and Ice Data
Center\nCooperative Institute for Research in Environmental
Sciences\nUniversity of Colorado at Boulder\nBoulder, CO" ;
:contributor_name = "Mary J. Brodzik, David G. Long,
Richard L. Armstrong, Molly A. Hardman, Aaron C. Paget" ;
:contributor_role = "Principal Investigator, CoInvestigator, Co-Investigator, Developer, Contributor" ;
:citation = "Brodzik, M. J., D. G. Long, M. A.
Hardman, A. C. Paget, R. L. Armstrong. 2016.\nMEaSUREs Calibrated
Passive Microwave Daily EASE-Grid 2.0 Brightness Temperature ESDR.
\nVersion 1.2.\n[Indicate subset used].\nBoulder, Colorado USA: NASA
DAAC at the National Snow and Ice Data Center." ;
:geospatial_bounds = "EPSG:3475" ;
:geospatial_bounds_crs = "EPSG:6931" ;
:geospatial_lat_min = 0. ;
:geospatial_lat_max = 90. ;
:geospatial_lon_min = -180. ;
:geospatial_lon_max = 180. ;
:geospatial_x_resolution = "25000.00 meters" ;
:geospatial_y_resolution = "25000.00 meters" ;
:time_coverage_start = "2009-03-02T05:01:00.00Z" ;
:time_coverage_end = "2009-03-02T05:01:00.00Z" ;
:time_coverage_duration = "P00T00:00:00.00" ;
:number_of_input_files = 18 ;
:input_file1 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090228_S2346_E0128_R11972.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file2 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0128_E0310_R11973.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file3 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0310_E0452_R11974.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file4 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0452_E0634_R11975.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file5 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0634_E0815_R11976.nc
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(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file6 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0815_E0957_R11977.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file7 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0957_E1139_R11978.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file8 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1139_E1321_R11979.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file9 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1321_E1503_R11980.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file10 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1503_E1645_R11981.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file11 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1645_E1827_R11982.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file12 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1827_E2009_R11983.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file13 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S2009_E2151_R11984.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file14 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S2151_E2333_R11985.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file15 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S2333_E0115_R11986.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file16 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090302_S0115_E0257_R11987.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file17 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090302_S0257_E0439_R11988.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file18 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090302_S0439_E0621_R11989.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
}
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netcdf NSIDC-0630-EASE2_N3.125km-F17_SSMIS-2009060-37H-E-SIR-CSU-v1.2
{
dimensions:
time = UNLIMITED ; // (1 currently)
y = 5760 ;
x = 5760 ;
variables:
double time(time) ;
time:standard_name = "time" ;
time:coverage_content_type = "coordinate" ;
time:long_name = "ANSI date" ;
time:units = "days since 1972-01-01 00:00:00" ;
time:calendar = "gregorian" ;
time:axis = "T" ;
time:valid_range = 0., 1.79769313486232e+308 ;
double y(y) ;
y:standard_name = "projection_y_coordinate" ;
y:coverage_content_type = "coordinate" ;
y:long_name = "y" ;
y:units = "meters" ;
y:axis = "Y" ;
y:valid_range = -9000000., 9000000. ;
double x(x) ;
x:standard_name = "projection_x_coordinate" ;
x:coverage_content_type = "coordinate" ;
x:long_name = "x" ;
x:units = "meters" ;
x:axis = "X" ;
x:valid_range = -9000000., 9000000. ;
char crs ;
crs:grid_mapping_name =
"lambert_azimuthal_equal_area" ;
crs:longitude_of_projection_origin = 0. ;
crs:latitude_of_projection_origin = 90. ;
crs:false_easting = 0. ;
crs:false_northing = 0. ;
crs:semi_major_axis = 6378137. ;
crs:inverse_flattening = 298.257223563 ;
crs:proj4text = "+proj=laea +lat_0=90 +lon_0=0 +x_0=0
+y_0=0 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m" ;
crs:srid = "urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::6931" ;
crs:coverage_content_type = "auxiliaryInformation" ;
crs:references = "[\"EASE-Grid 2.0 documentation:
http://nsidc.org/data/ease/ease_grid2.html\", \"Brodzik, Mary J.;
Billingsley, Brendan; Haran, Terry; Raup, Bruce; Savoie, Matthew H.
2012.\", \"EASE-Grid 2.0: Incremental but Significant Improvements for
Earth-Gridded Data Sets.\", \"ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 1, no. 1:
32-45.\", \"Brodzik, Mary J.; Billingsley, Brendan; Haran, Terry;
Raup, Bruce; Savoie, Matthew H. 2014.\", \"Correction: Brodzik, M. J.,
et al. EASE-Grid 2.0: Incremental but Significant Improvements for
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Earth-Gridded Data Sets.\", \"ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 3, no. 3:
1154-1156.\"]" ;
crs:crs_wkt = "PROJCRS[\"WGS 84 / NSIDC EASE-Grid 2.0
North\", BASEGEODCRS[\"WGS 84\", DATUM[\"World Geodetic System 1984\",
ELLIPSOID[\"WGS 84\",6378137,298.257223563,LENGTHUNIT[\"metre\",
1.0]]]], CONVERSION[\"US NSIDC EASE-Grid 2.0 North\", METHOD[\"Lambert
Azimuthal Equal Area\",ID[\"EPSG\",9820]], PARAMETER[\"Latitude of
natural origin\",90,ANGLEUNIT[\"degree\",0.01745329252]],
PARAMETER[\"Longitude of natural origin\",0,ANGLEUNIT[\"degree\",
0.01745329252]], PARAMETER[\"False easting\",0,LENGTHUNIT[\"metre\",
1.0]], PARAMETER[\"False northing\",0,LENGTHUNIT[\"metre\",1.0]]],
CS[cartesian,2], AXIS[\"easting (X)
\",south,MERIDIAN[90,ANGLEUNIT[\"degree\",0.01745329252]],ORDER[1]],
AXIS[\"northing (Y)\",south,MERIDIAN[180,ANGLEUNIT[\"degree\",
0.01745329252]],ORDER[2]], LENGTHUNIT[\"metre\",1.0], ID[\"EPSG\",
6931]]" ;
crs:long_name = "EASE2_N3.125km" ;
ushort TB(time, y, x) ;
TB:standard_name = "brightness_temperature" ;
TB:long_name = "SIR TB" ;
TB:units = "K" ;
TB:_FillValue = 0US ;
TB:missing_value = 60000US ;
TB:valid_range = 5000US, 35000US ;
TB:packing_convention = "netCDF" ;
TB:packing_convention_description = "unpacked =
scale_factor*packed + add_offset" ;
TB:scale_factor = 0.01f ;
TB:add_offset = 0.f ;
TB:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
TB:coverage_content_type = "image" ;
TB:sir_number_of_iterations = 15 ;
TB:median_filter = 0 ;
TB:measurement_response_threshold_dB = -8.f ;
TB:measurement_search_bounding_box_km = 187.5f ;
TB:temporal_division = "Evening" ;
TB:temporal_division_local_start_time = 12.f ;
TB:temporal_division_local_end_time = 0.f ;
TB:frequency_and_polarization = "37H" ;
ubyte TB_num_samples(time, y, x) ;
TB_num_samples:long_name = "SIR TB Number of
Measurements" ;
TB_num_samples:units = "count" ;
TB_num_samples:_FillValue = 0UB ;
TB_num_samples:valid_range = 1UB, 255UB ;
TB_num_samples:flag_values = 255UB ;
TB_num_samples:flag_meanings = "num_samples GE 255" ;
TB_num_samples:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
TB_num_samples:coverage_content_type =
"auxiliaryInformation" ;
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short Incidence_angle(time, y, x) ;
Incidence_angle:standard_name =
"angle_of_incidence" ;
Incidence_angle:long_name = "SIR Incidence Angle" ;
Incidence_angle:units = "degree" ;
Incidence_angle:_FillValue = -1s ;
Incidence_angle:valid_range = 0s, 9000s ;
Incidence_angle:packing_convention = "netCDF" ;
Incidence_angle:packing_convention_description =
"unpacked = scale_factor*packed + add_offset" ;
Incidence_angle:scale_factor = 0.01f ;
Incidence_angle:add_offset = 0.f ;
Incidence_angle:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
Incidence_angle:coverage_content_type =
"auxiliaryInformation" ;
ushort TB_std_dev(time, y, x) ;
TB_std_dev:long_name = "SIR TB Std Deviation" ;
TB_std_dev:units = "K" ;
TB_std_dev:_FillValue = 65535US ;
TB_std_dev:missing_value = 65534US ;
TB_std_dev:valid_range = 0US, 65533US ;
TB_std_dev:packing_convention = "netCDF" ;
TB_std_dev:packing_convention_description = "unpacked
= scale_factor*packed + add_offset" ;
TB_std_dev:scale_factor = 0.01f ;
TB_std_dev:add_offset = 0.f ;
TB_std_dev:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
TB_std_dev:coverage_content_type =
"auxiliaryInformation" ;
short TB_time(time, y, x) ;
TB_time:standard_name = "time" ;
TB_time:long_name = "SIR TB Time of Day" ;
TB_time:units = "minutes since 2009-03-01 00:00:00" ;
TB_time:_FillValue = -32768s ;
TB_time:valid_range = -32767s, 32767s ;
TB_time:packing_convention = "netCDF" ;
TB_time:packing_convention_description = "unpacked =
scale_factor*packed + add_offset" ;
TB_time:scale_factor = 1.f ;
TB_time:add_offset = 0.f ;
TB_time:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
TB_time:coverage_content_type =
"auxiliaryInformation" ;
TB_time:calendar = "gregorian" ;
// global attributes:
:Conventions = "CF-1.6, ACDD-1.3" ;
:title = "MEaSUREs Calibrated Passive Microwave Daily
EASE-Grid 2.0 Brightness Temperature ESDR" ;
:product_version = "v1.2" ;
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:software_version_id = "0.2.31" ;
:software_repository = "git@bitbucket.org:nsidc/
measures-byu.git" ;
:history = "meas_meta_sir" ;
:comment = "Epoch date for data in this file:
2009-03-01 00:00:00Z" ;
:source = "CSU SSMIS FCDR V01R00" ;
:references = "Long, D. G. and M. J. Brodzik. 2016.
Optimum Image Formation for Spaceborne Microwave Radiometer Products.
IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sensing, 54(5):2763-2779, doi:10.1109/TGRS.
2015.2505677.\nAlgorithm Theoretical Basis Document: https://
nsidc.org/sites/nsidc.org/files/technical-references/
MEaSUREs_CETB_ATBD.pdf\n" ;
:metadata_link = "http://nsidc.org/data/
nsidc-0630.html" ;
:summary = "An improved, enhanced-resolution, gridded
passive microwave Earth System Data Record for monitoring cryospheric
and hydrologic time series\n" ;
:institution = "National Snow and Ice Data
Center\nCooperative Institute for Research in Environmental
Sciences\nUniversity of Colorado at Boulder\nBoulder, CO" ;
:publisher_name = "NASA National Snow and Ice Data
Center Distributed Active Archive Center" ;
:publisher_type = "institution" ;
:publisher_url = "http://nsidc.org" ;
:publisher_email = "nsidc@nsidc.org" ;
:program = "NASA 2012 MEaSUREs (Making Earth System
Data Records for Use in Research Environments)" ;
:project = "An improved, enhanced-resolution, gridded
passive microwave ESDR for monitoring cryospheric and hydrologic time
series" ;
:standard_name_vocabulary = "CF Standard Name Table
(v27, 28 September 2013)" ;
:cdm_data_type = "Grid" ;
:keywords = "EARTH SCIENCE > SPECTRAL/ENGINEERING >
MICROWAVE > BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE" ;
:keywords_vocabulary = "NASA Global Change Master
Directory (GCMD) Earth Science Keywords, Version 8.1" ;
:platform = "DMSP 5D-3/F17 > Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program-F17" ;
:platform_vocabulary = "NASA Global Change Master
Directory (GCMD) Earth Science Keywords, Version 8.1" ;
:instrument = "SSMIS > Special Sensor Microwave
Imager/Sounder" ;
:instrument_vocabulary = "NASA Global Change Master
Directory (GCMD) Earth Science Keywords, Version 8.1" ;
:time_coverage_resolution = "P1d" ;
:geospatial_lat_units = "degree_north" ;
:geospatial_lon_units = "degree_east" ;
:geospatial_x_units = "meters" ;
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:geospatial_y_units = "meters" ;
:naming_authority = "org.doi.dx" ;
:id = "10.5067/MEASURES/CRYOSPHERE/nsidc-0630.001" ;
:date_created = "2017-06-04T13:40:12MDT" ;
:date_modified = "2017-06-04T13:40:12MDT" ;
:date_issued = "2017-06-04T13:40:12MDT" ;
:date_metadata_modified = "2017-06-04T13:40:12MDT" ;
:acknowledgement = "This data set was created with
funding from NASA MEaSUREs Grant #NNX13AI23A.\nData archiving and
distribution is supported by the NASA NSIDC Distributed Active Archive
Center (DAAC)." ;
:license = "No constraints on data access or use" ;
:processing_level = "Level 3" ;
:creator_name = "Mary J. Brodzik" ;
:creator_type = "person" ;
:creator_email = "brodzik@nsidc.org" ;
:creator_url = "http://nsidc.org/pmesdr" ;
:creator_institution = "National Snow and Ice Data
Center\nCooperative Institute for Research in Environmental
Sciences\nUniversity of Colorado at Boulder\nBoulder, CO" ;
:contributor_name = "Mary J. Brodzik, David G. Long,
Richard L. Armstrong, Molly A. Hardman, Aaron C. Paget" ;
:contributor_role = "Principal Investigator, CoInvestigator, Co-Investigator, Developer, Contributor" ;
:citation = "Brodzik, M. J., D. G. Long, M. A.
Hardman, A. C. Paget, R. L. Armstrong. 2016.\nMEaSUREs Calibrated
Passive Microwave Daily EASE-Grid 2.0 Brightness Temperature ESDR.
\nVersion 1.2.\n[Indicate subset used].\nBoulder, Colorado USA: NASA
DAAC at the National Snow and Ice Data Center." ;
:geospatial_bounds = "EPSG:3475" ;
:geospatial_bounds_crs = "EPSG:6931" ;
:geospatial_lat_min = 0. ;
:geospatial_lat_max = 90. ;
:geospatial_lon_min = -180. ;
:geospatial_lon_max = 180. ;
:geospatial_x_resolution = "3125.00 meters" ;
:geospatial_y_resolution = "3125.00 meters" ;
:time_coverage_start = "2009-03-01T01:52:00.00Z" ;
:time_coverage_end = "2009-03-02T04:53:00.38Z" ;
:time_coverage_duration = "P01T03:01:00.38" ;
:number_of_input_files = 18 ;
:input_file1 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090228_S2346_E0128_R11972.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file2 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0128_E0310_R11973.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file3 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0310_E0452_R11974.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
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:input_file4 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0452_E0634_R11975.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file5 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0634_E0815_R11976.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file6 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0815_E0957_R11977.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file7 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S0957_E1139_R11978.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file8 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1139_E1321_R11979.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file9 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1321_E1503_R11980.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file10 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1503_E1645_R11981.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file11 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1645_E1827_R11982.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file12 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S1827_E2009_R11983.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file13 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S2009_E2151_R11984.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file14 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S2151_E2333_R11985.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file15 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090301_S2333_E0115_R11986.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file16 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090302_S0115_E0257_R11987.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file17 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090302_S0257_E0439_R11988.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
:input_file18 =
"CSU_SSMIS_FCDR_V01R00_F17_D20090302_S0439_E0621_R11989.nc
(GSX_version:1.10.0)" ;
}
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8.7 Appendix: Comparison of Heritage Data Sets with CETB ESDR
The following table is a brief comparison of the CETB ESDR with relevant heritage data sets.
Table 8-9 Comparison of CETB ESDR with relevant heritage data sets

SMMR EASEGrid

SSM/I-SSMIS
EASE-Grid

EnhancedResolution SSM/I
& AMSR-E Polar
TBs

Polar
Stereographic
gridded TBs

AMSR-E
Gridded TBs

CETB

Data Set ID

NSIDC-0071

NSIDC-0032

NSIDC-0464

NSIDC-0001

NSIDC-0630

Spatial Coverage

Global

Global

Global

Spatial Coverage

NSM EASE-Grids

NSM EASE-Grids

NSM EASE-Grids

NSM EASE-Grids and
¼-degree lat/lon

NST EASE-Grid 2.0

Spatial Resolution(s)

25 km

25 km (all), 12.5 km
(85 GHz only)

?

Limited
Arctic/Antarctic
regions
NS polar
stereographic, limited
to high latitudes
25 km (all), 12.5 km
(85 GHz only)

NSIDC-0301 & NSIDC0302
Global

25 km and ¼-degree

Temporal Coverage

1978-1987

1987-present

1987-present

2002-2011

Interpolation (image
reconstruction)
method
Image reconstruction
tuning parameters

ID2

SSM/I: 1995-2008;
AMSR-E: 2002-2011
SIR

25 km (all), see for
enhanced resolutions
up to ~3 km
1978-2017

DITB

ID2

Independently
optimized resolution
for each channel

N/A

N/A

2 (ltod)

1 (daily averages)

2

Combine orbits (with
ltod)
Ltod?

Averaged

Choose one orbit

n/a

Time of sample used

TB files per channel
per day

2 (asc and des)

BG (tuned for low
noise), or ID2 (F13
only)
BG tuned to match
resolution of all
channels to 19V; ID2:
N/A
2 (asc and des)

Overlapping orbits

Choose one orbit

Choose one orbit

Variable Metadata

Time of sample used

Time of sample used

N/A

Global

DITB at 25 km (all),
and rSIR for enhanced
resolutions
rSIR tuned to
optimize resolution
for each output
channel
2 (T grids: asc/des;
N/S grids: ltod
“morning” and
“evening”)
Combine orbits by
ltod
time, measurement
counts, TB std dev,
Incidence Angle,
details in Section 8.6

Algorithm
documentation

Limited to user’s
guide

Limited to user’s
guide

Limited to user’s
guide

Limited to user’s
guide

Limited to user’s
guide

Satellites included

Full SMMR operations

F08, F11, F13, F17,
with limited overlap
periods

F13, AMSR-E

F08, F11, F13, F17,
with limited overlap
periods

Full AMSR-E
operations

Input data calibration

Best available (Njoku
2003)

Older RSS calibration

Older RSS calibration

Older RSS calibration

Best available at time
of processing
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User’s guide, this
ATBD, Long and
Brodzik (2016)
All available satellite
data included (SMMR,
F08, F10, F11, F13,
F14, F15 SSM/I, F16,
F17, F18 and F19
SSMIS, AMSR-E)
Best available
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8.9 Appendix: Abbreviation and Acronym List
AMSR-E
ATBD
BG
BYU
CDR
CETB
CLASS
CSU
CF
DAAC
dB
DISCOVER
DMSP
EASE-Grid
EASE-Grid 2.0
EASE2-M
EASE2-N
EASE2-S
EASE2-T
EIA
EOSDIS
ESDR
FCDR
FNMOC
FY
GHz
GRD
ltod
MEaSUREs
MRF
NASA
NOAA
NORAD
NSIDC
NetCDF
CETB ATBD

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer – Earth
Observing System
Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document
Backus-Gilbert
Brigham Young University
Climate Data Record
Calibrated Passive Microwave Daily EASE-Grid 2.0
Brightness Temperature
Comprehensive Large Array-data Stewardship System
Colorado State University
Climate and Forecast Metadata Conventions
Distributed Active Archive Center
decibel
Distributed Information Services for Climate and Ocean
Products and Visualizations for Earth Research
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid (Original Definition)
Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid Version 2.0
EASE-Grid 2.0, Mid- and Low-Latitude Cylindrical
Projection
EASE-Grid 2.0, Northern Hemisphere Projection
EASE-Grid 2.0, Southern Hemisphere Projection
EASE-Grid 2.0, Temperate and Tropical Cylindrical
Projection
Earth Incidence Angle
Earth Observing System Data and Information System
Earth System Data Record
Fundamental Climate Data Record
Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography
Command
Fiscal Year
GigaHertz
(Drop-in-the-bucket) Gridding Method
Local-time-of-day
Making Earth System Data Records for Use in Research
Environments
Measurement Response Function
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
North American Aerospace Defense Command
National Snow and Ice Data Center
Network Common Data From
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rSIR
RSS
RTM
SCP
SDR
SDS
SIR
SMMR
SSM/I
SSMIS
TB
TBD
TLE
UTC
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Radiometer version of SIR
Remote Sensing Systems (Santa Rosa, CA)
Radiative Transfer Model
Scatterometer Climate Record Pathfinder
Sensor Data Record
Scientific Data Stewardship
Scatterometer Image Reconstruction
Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer
Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
Special Sensor Microwave Imager Sounder
brightness temperature
To be determined
Two-Line Element
Coordinated Universal Time
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